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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Introduction
This research report demonstrates how decision analysis can be used
to bring more structured and logical decision making to the complex
matter of electric utility ratemaking. It also provides the results of a
nat i onwi de survey of regu 1ators and uti 1 i ty rate managers regarding the
weights (importance) they place on ratemaking objectives.
The aspect of electric utility ratemaking, which deals with
apport i oni ng costs and structuri ng rates among customers, has been a
problem for the electric utility industry since its inception. It has
become increasingly controversial in the last decade because of the rapid
rise in the nominal price of electricity. Prior research has determined
that there is no one "correct" method of costing, but that the selection
of a cost i ng method depends on one IS pri ci ng or ratemaki ng object i ves.
However, pricing objectives in the electric utility industry are multiple
and often conflicting.
The Analytic Hierarchy Process, a decision analysis technique, is
used to address the problem of weighting priorities among pricing
objectives. A normative model is developed for use by decision makers
and national and regional preference values are determined. Such values
afford an individual decision maker a reference standard for comparison
purposes.
Also, responses from various regions of the country are
compared to determine sensitivity of pricing objectives to system
operating characteristics.
Background
Ouri ng the 1970s, the des i gn of e 1ectri c uti 1i ty rates became a
national issue for study--primarily because it was perceived that a
different means of pricing 'could help restrain the rapidly increasing
costs of electric power. Of the various studies of rate design, the most
prominent and comprehensive one was carried out under the auspices of the
El ectri c Power Research I nst i tute at the request of the nation I s state
utility regulators. This study produced many important findings, as well
as focused needed attention on certain controversial areas of ratemaking.
However, it did not adequately address the problem concerned with
determining and meeting a decision maker1s pricing objectives.
The concept of pri ci ng by objective is not new to the e 1ectri c
utility industry. For example, electric utilities for years practiced
market building techniques such as declining block rates, discount rates
for electric heating, etc. [25]. Pricing objectives, however, need to be
viewed from the broader perspective of strategic planning.
Utility
executives use strategic planning and strategic goals to guide decisions
ina cons is tent manner.
Th is he 1ps to coordi nate action and move a
company in a desired direction. Pricing by objectives can determine the
extent to which strategic goals are met [25J. For example, prior to the
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1970s, increased sales growth for many utilities resulted in lower
per-unit costs and higher profits. In today's environment of high costs
and difficult financing for capacity additions, generating plant
construction for many utilities impairs returns to stockholders as well
as impacts ratepayers adversely.
Therefore, a utility in such a
s i tuat ion mi ght choose a goa 1 of reduci ng sa 1es in order to try to
maintain or increase profits.
The Survey
The demonstration of a means of explicitly setting priorities or
weights for multiple ratemaking objectives was a major purpose of this
research.
Wi thi n thi s broad purpose, two subpurposes were a 1so
One subpurpose was to arrive at regional and national
undertaken.
weighted pricing objectives of electric utility rate managers and state
utility regulators. The other was to examine these weighted objectives
in terms of what possible ratemaking changes they might require if
implemented.
These purposes were pursued by polling regulators and
utility rate managers nationally on their ratemaking objectives. The
polling was done in the context of a pairwise comparison procedure
necessary for use with a decision analysis technique called the Analytic
Hierarchy Process (AHP) [17]. Next, the results of the analysis were
exami ned to ascerta in the degree of impact that di fferent operating
character; st; cs of ut; 1; t; es mi ght have on the ratemak; ng objectives.
Thi s was done by segregating the responses on a regi ana 1 bas is. From
these analyses, some judgments could be made: on suitable rate design
changes to meet a decision maker's explicitly determined ratemaking
objectives, given various circumstances.
Application of Decision Analysis
Given a simple decision problem, it is easy enough to consider in an
informal, in-the-head analysis all the various factors that may impact
the problem [21,22].
The complexity of the allocation of costs and
design of electric utility rates, however, is such that an informal
analysis is very difficult to do well.
Decision analysis is a term used to describe a formal
approach to problem solving. Decision analysis developed
years and is a discipline for use in the analysis of
complex decisions.
It resulted from the combining of
systems analysis and statistical decision theory.

and systematic
in the last 25
important and
the fields of

There have been a variety of dec is i on ana lys is methods deve loped
which are designed to assist a decision maker in logically choosing among
multiple alternatives or objectives.
In this research, the Analytic
Hierarchy Process was employed. The AHP was initially developed by Saaty
in 1972 and has been used in a number of decision problems [31J.
The AHP was chosen for this research for several reasons including
ease of use in obtaining preferences from a large group of decision
makers across the country.
More importantly, it appears to have a
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definable mathematical foundation and its hierarchical framework appears
to structurally follow the way the mind works in considering a multitude
of elements which comprises a complex situation.
Like various other
decision analysis methods, it is applicable in areas where attributes
wi th nonstandard measurements must be compared wi th each other or wi th
attributes defined in monetary or other standard values. An example of
such an attribute, having no standard measurement, would be the
ratemaking objective, fairness.
The AHP is simple to use in practice, particularly with ready-made
microcomputer programs now available. A brief technical description of
the AHP procedure follows. The general approach of the AHP is to
decompose the prob 1em by hi erarchi ca 1 1eve 1s (determi ned by the
relationships of the elements within the problem). The shape of the
structure tends to be pyramidal, but this hierarchy is not an exclusively
disjunctive tree structure. Higher placed nodes (goals) are allowed to
dominate a multiplicity of lower placed nodes in the structure. Pairwise
comparisons of elements on the same level are made with respect to the
elements or nodes in the level directly above them.
The degree of
preference or intensity of the decision maker in the choice for each
pai rwi se compari son is measured and these measurements are placed ina
matrix of comparisons.
Use of the AHP in Electric Utility Ratemaking
As stated earlier, there are multiple electric utility ratemaking
objectives, and they are often conflicting. After an extensive review of
the various ratemaking objectives, it was determined that they could be
combined and formulated into five with certain ones having important
sube1ements. They are as follows:
(1)

revenue requirements--the effectiveness of rate
ensuring recovery of all reasonably incurred costs;

design

in

(2)

simp1icity--abi1ity of rate design to be understandable to
consumers;

(3)

stability--effectiveness of rate design in minimizing large
adverse price changes to customers;

(4)

conservation--abi1ity of rate design to effect conservation of
resources utilized in production of electric power; and

(5)

fairness--effectiveness of rate design in providing rates
which are considered "fair" between and among customers and
customers classes.

The ratemaking objectives on which the questionnaire was based can
be shown in the hierarchical framework on the following page.
level

From observation of the hi erarchy, it can be seen that the second
of elements consists of the five major ratemaking objectives.
v
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These are interpreted to mean that rates woul d be des i gned to promote
each according to its importance in terms of satisfying the overall rate
design objectives of the decision maker.
For example, if the
conservation objective were determined to have a 100% weight, then rates
-that promote conservation should receive complete consideration without
regard to any other factor. This would not likely be the case, however.
A more reasonable expectation would be that each objective would receive
some weight and a prioritization of ratemkaing objectives would have to
be established.
On the third level of the hierarchy are the subelements or the more
narrowly defined objectives which relate directly to the second level
objective.
By obtaining the preference weights of the subelements, a
further refinement of a decision maker's preferences are available for
use in arriving at a rate design which meets his objectives.
The
percentage weights that regulators and utility executives placed on these
objectives at the time of the survey are shown below. A more complete
discussion of regional findings and the weighted subelements are given in
the report.
National weighted ratemaking objectives
Weights
Objectives
Revenue Requirements
Conservation
Stability in Rates
Fairness
Simplicity

Regulators
35.3%
16.5%
13.4%
25.7%
9.1%

Utilities
48.1%
8.0%
17.4%
19.7%
6.8%

As can be seen, there is a degree of conformi ty found between
regulators and utility rate managers on several of the major objectives.
Both regulators and uti 1ity rate managers place the greatest weight on
designing rates to meet revenue requirements with the second highest for
each being the fairness objective. The utility respondents did, however,
place relatively more weight on the revenue requirements objective. The
most substantial difference between the two groups lies in their
judgments of the weight to be attributed to the conservation objective.
Regulators would assign about twice as much important to this objective
as would the utility representatives. This likely means that utility
respondents are more skeptical about the positive impacts conservation
can have on the utility system and its customers. It is particularly
interesting to observe how these weights vary on a regional basis, given
the different operating circumstances of the utilities.
This report
attempts to draw some tentative conclusions from these variances by
regions.
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Summary
This research is unique in its effort to introduce decision analysis
techniques into electric utility ratemaking at the initial stage of
determining and weighing pricing objectives.
By implementing the
decision analysis technique demonstrated her-ein, decision makers should
be able to more logically and correctly arrive at ratemaking decisions.
The explicit determinations of ratemaking objectives should facilitate
di scuss ions regard; ng whi ch object; ves are to be stri ved for and what
trade-offs among ratemaki ng object i ves may be necessary.
Furthermore,
the ratemaking weights resulting from the national and regional survey
should be useful in guiding individual decision makers.
Finally, the
recent development of a micro computer based program for the simple and
and direct application of the AHP to decision problems should encourage
and facilitate its use in electric utility ratemaking.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Statement of Purposes
The

contents

of

this

paper were

selected

from

a more

lengthy

research paper prepared by the authors.

The ori gi na 1 research had two

major,

to

interrelated

purposes.

One was

demonstrate that decision

analysis can be used to bring more structured and logical decision making
to the complex matter of electric utility ratemaking. 1
(Decision
analysis is a term used to describe a formal and systematic approach to
problem solving.)

The other was to close two significant and related
Camp 1et i on of

gaps in uti 1 i ty ratemaki ng research 1eft by pri or work.
this latter purpose was shown also to satisfy the first.
ratemaki ng process

The gaps in the

referred to and addressed by thi s research can be

described in general terms as follows:
(1)

The absence of a procedure for explicitly weighing choices

among multiple and often conflicting pricing objectives and
(2)

The absence of an effective procedure for

II

b 1endi ngll margi na 1

and accounting costs ina way whi ch coul d meet the economi c effi ci ency
pricing objective.
The

importance

of

these

will

become

clearer

subsequently.

The

authors, however, believe that the first issue, or the development of a
procedure for explicitly arriving at ranked and weighted choices among
prlclng objectives, is of much greater interest.

Therefore, the second

part of the research results are discussed only briefly in this paper.
1.2 Previous Research
Duri ng the 1970s,
national

issue

for

the des; gn of e 1ectri c ut; 1 i ty rates became a

study--primarily because it was perceived that a

di fferent means of pri ci ng coul d he 1p restrai n the rapi dly i ncreas i ng

1

Ratemaki ng, as used in thi s paper, refers to the determi nat i on of
the level and form of rates to customers and customer classes. It
does not inc 1ude the determi nat i on of the overa 11 revenue
requirement of the utility.

costs of electric power. Of the various studies of rate design, the most
prominent and comprehensive one was carried out under the auspices of the
El ectri c Power Research lnst i tute at the request of the nat i on I s state
utility regulators. In the electric utility industry, it is generally
referred to as the Rate Design Study (RDS) or as the Electric Utility
Rate Design Study (EURDS). The RDS involved countless experts fr. . om all
areas of the electric utility industry, consumed millions of dollars, and
took approximately seven years to complete following its initiation in
1975 [11]. The RDS produced many important findings, as well as focused
needed attention on certain controversial areas of ratemaking. However,
it di d not adequate ly address the prob 1ems referred to above whi ch are
concerned with determining and meeting a decision maker's pricing
objectives.
1.3

Concept of Pricing by Objective

Prior to discussion of determining priorities and/or meeting given
pricing objectives, some discussion of why· pricing objectives are
relevant is required. The concept of pricing by objective is not new to
the electric utility industry. For example, electric utilities for years
practiced market building techniques such as declining block rates,
discount rates for electric heating, etc. [25J.
Pricing objectives, however, should be viewed from the broader
perspective of strategic planning.
Utility executives use strategic
planning and strategic goals to guide decisions in a consistent manner.
This helps to coordinate action and move a company in a desired
di recti on.
It shoul d be observed that regul ators may have di fferent
goals. In any case, pricing by objectives can determine the extent to
which strategic goals are met [25J. To elaborate with a brief example,
prior to the 1970s, increased sales growth for many utilities resulted in
lower per unit costs and higher profits. In today's environment of high
costs and di ffi cul t fi nanci ng for capaci ty addi t ions, gene rat i ng plant
construction for many utilities impairs returns to stockholders as well
Therefore, a utility in such a
as impacts ratepayers adversely.
situation might choose a goal of reducing sales in order to try to
maintain or increase profits.

2

In the electric utility industry, however, ratemaking tends to be
somewhat circular in nature, and outcomes of certain actions tend to be
difficult to predict.
Pricing affects demand for electricity; demand
affects costs; and costs affect pricing. Furthermore, pricing objectives
can act either exogenously or interdependently in the ratemaking process
because gi ven pri ci ng object; yes mayor may not be affected by costs.
For example, the decision to meet a noncost-based pricing objective, such
as to help poor people through a "lifeline ll rate, would (by definition)
not be affected by cost considerations. Yet providing rates below costs
may affect customer demand which could change overall system costs. 2 The
diagram shown below illustrates, in simplified form, the role of pricing
objectives in the ratemaking process.

Rate
Design

Pricing
Objectives

""
I

I

,

Costs I

To explain the feedback effects further, assume the hypothetical
situation discussed previously. That is, a particular utility may have
an important goal to increase or maintain profits by reducing electricity
sales.
With this goal, conservation in usage might be effectively
induced by simply instituting inverted rates--the more one uses, the more
one pays on a per unit basis. An alternative ratemaking decision which
might also cause a reduction in sales would be to base rates on marginal
costs (under current cost condi t ions, margi na 1 costs exceed account i ng
costs for most uti 1it i es). By chargi ng rates that refl ect margi na 1 or
incremental costs of supplying power as opposed to rates based on average

2

Selling power below cost to this group may result in increases in
the; r demand whi ch might affect peak demand for the system and
increase generation costs.
3

(accounting) costs,3 the result is likely to be higher rates in periods
when power is more cost ly to produce. Thi s shoul d 1ead users wi th more
elastic demands in those time periods to reduce their demand. This, in
turn, should result in better utilization of the existing facilities and
reduce the need for additional plant. As a consequence, costs per unit
would be expected to stabilize or fall. 4
I n the converse s i tuat ion, induced conservat ion, based on
noncost-based inverted rates or on incorrectly calculated marginal costs,
coul d adverse ly affect the company by caus i ng demand to decrease more
than the economics of the situation dictates. Excess or idle generating
plant could result, causing higher unit costs and lower profits. In this
situation, the initial objective of reducing growth might have to be
modified and a new objective of reducing excess generating plant adopted.
Also) it should be kept in mind that, at the same time this goal is being
pursued, there are other goals and objectives that would be expected to
require consideration.
Furthermore, they may be conflicting.
For
example, another objective might be to maintain pricing stability; i.e.,
to avoid frequent shifts in rates to consumers. Still another objective,
on which regulators might focus, is the question of fairness of the rates
among customers.
In other words, woul d these rate des; gn changes be
equitable to each of the customer classes?S
If more than one objective is to be considered (and that is likely
to be the normal situation for a decision maker), the question arises as
to what kinds of trade-offs should be made among those objectives. In

3

4
S

Marginal cost measures the change in total cost due to a unit change
in the output produced.
It can also be referred to as the
opportunity cost. Average cost is equal to the total cost divided
by the number of uni ts. As used in ratemaki ng pract ices, average
costs reflect all historic investments at their original price less
depreci at ion.
Consequent ly, there is no ri gorous 1ink between a
utility's marginal costs and a utility's average costs (also
referred to as accounting or embedded costs) [17].
Thi s, of course, sets forth part of the argument put forward by
proponents of marginal costing.
For cost i ng and ratemaki ng purposes, customers are grouped into
classes. The three major classes are industrial, commercial, and
residential. Also, a class may contain subclasses as "all-electric ll
heating customers.
4

order to consider appropriate trade-offs, however, priorities must first
be assigned to the various objectives, even if done on an implic;it or
intuitive basis.

In the absence of any formalized decision analysis

proc;edure for ratema king, it appears that these deci s ions are genera 11 y
being made that way currently.

Research on the human mind, though, has

shown that it is very doubtful that all the issues in complex problems
can be adequately considered on an intuitive or implicit basis.
Given this further explanation of pricing objectives, the purposes
of this research can now be more fully stated.

1.4 Ascertaining Ratemaking Priorities
The demonstration of a means of explicitly setting priorities or
weights

for

multiple

ratemaking objectives addressed one significant

research gap and comprised a major purpose of this research.
broad purpose, two subpurposes were also undertaken.
to

arrive

at

regional

and

national

weighted

Within this

One subpurpose was

pricing objectives

electric utility rate managers and state utility ·regulators.
was

to

examine

these weighted objectives

of

The other

in term.s of what possible

ratemak i n9 changes they mi ght requ ire if imp 1emented.

These pl,Jrposes

were pursued by polling regulators and utility rate managers natio.nally
on their ratemaking
pa i rwi se compari son

objectives~
procedur~

The polling was done in the context of a
necessa.ry for use wi t.h a deci s i on ana)ys i s

technique called the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) [31].

Next, the

resul ts of the AHP were exami ned to ascertai n the degree of i mpa.ct that
different

operating

ratemaki ng objective.
regional basis_
suita.ble

rate

characteristics

of

utilities

might

have

on

the

Thi s was done by segrega.t i ng the responses on a

From these analyses, some judgments could be made on
design

changes

to meet

a.

decision

maker's explicitly

determined ratemaking objectives, given various circumstances.

1.5 Meeting the Efficiency Objective Through
Traditional Costing Practices
A single pricing objective, econ.omic efficiency, was next singled
out to study how it might be met within the context of traditional
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costing and ratemaking practices. This constituted the second major and
specific purpose of this research.
The justification for placing
particular emphasis on this pricing objective was twofold. First, it can
be argued that its achi evement waul d resul tin meet i ng several other
specific pricing objectives--namely, the objectives of fairness,
conserv at ion, and revenue requ i rements. Second, the as s umpt ion 0 fits
primary importance was consistent with the emphasis placed on it by the
RDS. The RDS was prompted by a desire to hold rates down [25J, and it
was assumed that the achievement of economic efficiency is closely
identified with that goal by many ratemaking experts.
This research then made a second important assumption--that a large
maj or; ty of uti 1; ties and regul ators des ire to and wi 11 continue to
follow traditional accounting costs in electric utility ratemaking.
These two assumptions, however, presented a contradictory situation. The
achievement of economic efficiency is generally considered to be possible
only if goods or services are priced at their marginal costs. There is
no theoretical basis for believing that economic efficiency would result
from basing rates on traditional accounting 'costs. Nonetheless, this
research addressed the quest ions of whether and how thi s contradi ct ion
can be ci rcumvented.Speci fi cally , it determined whether there is a
means to integrate marginal costing into traditional costing practices,
preservi ng the apparent values i ncul cated by deci sian makers to
traditional costing but yet obtaining the advantages of.marginal costing.
(As indicated earlier, the details of this part of the research will not
be covered fully in this paper. However, a brief summary of it is given
in the context of a decision analysis framework developed in Chapter 6.)
1.6 Costing Practices

The results of the national survey show that basing rates on
costs-of-service is considered to be a very significant ratemaking or
pricing objective. The RDS determined, however, that there is no single
correct costing method for attributing costs of providing electric
servi ce to customers or customer groups, but that the cost; ng method

6

chosen depends on one's prlclng objectives.

6

For example, if a decision

maker believes that fairness and equity dictate that embedded costs of
plant should be considered in determining the distribution of revenue
requirements

(hence,

rates)

among

customers,

then

account i ng cost i ng procedure wou1 d be more appropri ate.

a

traditional
On the other

hand, if the decision maker! s primary objective is economic efficiency,
then he should consider choosing a marginal costing procedure.

(Many

would also argue that rates based on marginal costs are the most fair.)7
Even after this initial costing decision is made, further complex
costing decisions

remain.

For example,

there

are several

competing

costing methodologies for attributing costs of jointly used plant under
both the tradi tiona 1 accounting and margi na 1 costing procedures.

The

choice of any of these methods can have a material effect on the level of
revenue

6

7

requirements

attributed

to

each

of

the

customer

classes.

IIFor some, admitting the subjectivity of choosing a methodology for
measuring costs and of choosing additional goals for rates may be a
disillusioning loss of innocence that erodes their confidence that
an objective standard can be discovered for equitable pricing of
electricityll (24].
"Clearly there are possible areas of public policy in which
conceptions of fairness may conflict with economic efficiency. But
it is by far the greater wi sdom to recogni ze that, for the mos t
part, the major departures from economic efficiency in our public
policies today are also demonstrably unfair; and that,- for the most
part, movement in the direction of economic efficiency is also
compatible with increased fairness.
It is fair, as a general
propos it ion, to impose cos ts on peop 1e in so far as they impose
costs on society" [19].
7

1.7 General Plan of Work
One decision that had to be made early in the p'reparation of this
.study was how much explanatory or background material to include on the
genera 1 subjects of ut; 1 i ty ope rat ions, ratemak; ng, and deci s; on
analysis. It was decided that sufficient ,information should be given to
enab 1e persons 1ess experi enced in these areas, as we 11 as thos e more
familiar with the subject, to critically evaluate this research and make
use of its results. A brief history of electric utility pricing, the
central aspects of ratemaking, and some limited details on the operations
of an electric utility are provided in Chapter 2.
Readers more
knowledgeable about the electric utility industry may want to give less
attention to this chapter.
A discussion of decision analysis is
contained in Chapter 3.
The plan of work fo 11 owed the general sequence set out earl i er in
describing the principal areas to be studied.
For convenience of
discussion, the research can be considered to be divided into two major
areas wi th the fi rst area recei vi ng the emphas i sin thi s paper on the
reporting of its results. The first part of the research examined the
general aspects of decision analysis, application of the Analytic
Hierarchy Process to ratemaking, and an analysis of the results of the
nationwide survey of decision makers' ratemaking preferences.
The
possible effects of emphasizing various pricing objectives on utilities
with different operating characteristics are also discussed.
The second part of the research whi ch is not covered in deta i 1 in
thi s paper bui 1ds upon the previ ous ly di scussed assumptions that one
pricing objective is paramount (economic efficiency) and that it must be
met through primary reliance on traditional accounting costs. A specific
area of utility costing was then examined in detail from the standpoint
of attaining this objective--the matter of attributing the costs of
jointly used production plant among customer classes (the most
controversial area of costing).
Both marginal costing and accounting
costing for attributing
costs to customer
classes were examined
including the individual alternative costing methods within each of these
major costing methodologies. This was accomplished by applying each to a
group of synthetically created but representative utilities. From these
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applications, conclusions were drawn on the effects of various operating
characteristics on costing outcomes. As a result of this research, a
procedure was suggested for integrating marginal costing results into the
traditional ratemaking practices for the purpose of meeting the economic
efficiency objective.
The importance of whi ch cost i ng method is se 1ected can hardly be
overstated in terms of the impact that these cost allocation decisions
have on the relative level of rates for the three major customer classes.
On a nationwide basis, hundreds of millions of dollars of revenue
requi rements are subject to bei ng shi fted from one customer cl ass to
another depending on the cost allocation method chosen by the utilities
and/or their regulators.
1.8 Questions to·Be Answered

This research attempted to answer the following questions:
1.
Can decision analysis materially aid a decision maker in the
complex and controversial matter of setting: electric utility rates?
2. Is it possible to utilize a decision analysis technique to
explicitly determine the weighted priorities among multiple and
conflicting electric utility ratemaking objectives?
3. What effects do different utility operating characteristics have
on the selection of ratemaking objectives?
4. Under the assumption that a decision maker desires to strive to
design rates to meet the economic efficiency objactive, can it be done
through primary reliance on traditional costing methodologies in setting
customer class revenue requirements?
5. Under the same assumptions of assigning primary important to the
economic efficiency objective, what effect do different system demand and
supply characteristics have (a) on the choice of a traditional costing
method chosen to meet the economic efficiency objective, and
consequent 1y, (b) on the revenue requi rements attri buted to the
individual customer classes?

9

1.9 Contributions of This Research
This research was unique in its effort to introduce decision
. analysis techniques into electric utility ratemaking at the initial stage
of determining and weighing pricing objectives.
By implementing the
decision analysis technique demonstrated herein, decision makers should
be able more logically and correctly to arrive at ratemaking decisions.
The explicit determinations of ratemaking objectives should facilitate
di scuss ions regardi ng whi ch objectives are to be stri ved for and what
tradeoffs among ratemaking objectives may be necessary. Furthermore, the
ratemaking weights resulting from the national and regional survey should
be useful in guiding individual decision makers.
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2. OVERVIEW OF ELECTRIC UTILITY RATEMAKING
2.1 History of Electricity Price Changes
When Thomas Edison first started generating and distributing
electric energy for lights in New York City in 1882, it is possible that
he had the vision to anticipate that the use of electricity would
permeate our total society and cause major changes in the way we live and
work. However, it is unlikely that he could have foreseen the problems
that would occur in the pricing of electricity--at least, not in the
degree of complexity or i~tensity that has occurred in the last decade.
Electric utility prlclng, or rate design, has always been a
s i gni fi cant concern to those who were tryi ng to admi ni ster or regul ate
the sales of electric power. As a whole, the great majority of consumers
appeared to be generally satisfied with utility pricing for most of the
decades following the first sales of electricity. It is no wonder. The
following graph, Figure 2.1, illustrates how both the nominal and real
prices declined from 1892 through about 1970. The prices for power were
as little as one-fifth the prices at the turn of the century [32]. On a
real basis the comparisons were even more dramatic.
The public, of course, has a short memory, and when prices began to
rise rapidly in the early 1970s, loud outcries of protests spread
throughout the nation.
2.2 Reasons for Price Increases
There are several reasons for the sharp upturn in prices that began
in the 1970s and is still conti nui ng. The economi es of scale that had
been achi eved through 1arger and more effi ci ent generating faci 1 it i es
became effect i ve ly exhausted by the 1970s. The rate of i nfl at i on rose
and hovered at doub 1e-di gi t 1eve 1sin the 19705, and to compound thi s
prob 1em, the time for construction of generating plants daub 1ed and
tripled, taking up to 15 years in some instances [20, 32J. This is
significant because many regulatory commissions require utilities
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to inc 1ude the cumu 1at i ve fi nanci ng cos ts of these plants in thei r
overall capital cost as opposed to treating the carrying costs as part of
yearly current expenses. New safety and environmental constraints, of
course, were responsible for a significant portion of these delays. As a
result of all these factors, the cost of new production facilities
skyrocketed [20,32].
Coa 1- and nuc 1ear- fue 1ed gene rat i ng plants that
were planned and built in the 1960s and early 1970s at $100 to $400 per
kilowatt (kW) of capacity seem cheap today compared to the high costs per
kW of similar and more recent plants. Some nuclear plants with expected
completion dates within the 1985-1987 time frame will cost $4,000 per kW
or $4 billion for a 1000-megawatt plant. Such large increases in cost of
total plant in service have created major ratemaking problems for the
utilities involved. In addition to the increases seen in cost of plant
facilities, the average cbst of total fuel used in production of
electricity has risen by approximately 500% since the Arab oil embargo of
1973 [2].
These rapid cost increases forced uti 1 ities to begin to request
1arge and frequent rate increases in the 1970s, but consumers were not
ready to see them granted.
During the years of steadily falling
electricity prices, people and industry significantly increased their
electricity usage, one reason being that they had come to expect stable
or declining rates.
Suddenly, they were faced with electric utility
costs which represented a more significant portion of their net income.
In the past 10 years, typical electric bills have in.creased from 1.64% to
2.5% of median family income [14]. As customers began to experience the
continuous requests for rate increases in the 1970s, they became
concerned and formed "grass roots" campai gns and customer i ntervent ions
in many states to try to hold down the level of utility rates. This led
to heightened regulatory and legislative activity and resulted in
nationwide interest in rate design.
One manifestation was a call by
many, both within and without the electric utility industry, to examine
the traditional pricing methodologies that had been followed for years.
Both the efficiency and the fairness of the means of pricing came under
question.
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2.3 Key Decisions by Regulators
In the overall determination of an electric rate case, a regulatory
commission must make three key decisions:
(1)
The overa 11 1eve 1 of revenues the ut i 1 i ty s hou 1d be a 11 owed to
collect;
(2) How the overall level of revenues should be apportioned to each
class of customers; i.e., how much to collect from each class; and
(3) The structure or design of rates within a class that will yield
the revenues determined appropriate for that class.
In the period prior to the 1970s, regulatory bodies dealt almost
exclusively with decision number (1) above--the .determination and setting
of an overall level of revenues. By default, this left the allocation of
revenue requirements among classes and the design of rates largely to the
utilities.
The public had little interest because of the steadily
declining cost in the unit price of electric power. All of this changed
with the frequent rate increase requests.
Decisions (2) and (3),
regard; ng who pays and how, began to become major concerns of consumers
and regulators [20].
2.4 Optimum Production Plant Oesign
In examining rate design questions, it is important to understand
the economics involved in selecting the optimum types, or mix, of
generating plant facilities to be used in transforming an energy source
such as coal, uranium, oil, etc., into electricity, and in turn, how this
selection can affect the cost responsibility of customers or customer
classes. The nonfeasibility of storing electric power makes ,it necessary
for output to fo 11 ow the t i me-varyi ng fl uctuat ions of demand season by
season, day by day, and hour by hour. This means that utilities must
build enough capacity to meet the highest demand they face and must cycle
plants on and off in order to follow the time pattern of demand. The
time of system peaks tends to occur the smallest fraction of the time
while a base level demand must be provided almost continuously. The
production facilities that ~re the most fuel efficient in terms of fuel
cost are the most capital intensive. The ones that are the least capital
14

intensive tend to have the highest fuel costs. Therefore, electric
utility systems should use a mix of production technologies with various
fuel efficiencies and capital costs to minimize costs [8J.
The optimum mix of generating facilities would, of course, depend on
the daily, weekly, and yearly total system loads for any particular
utility. Total load is defined as the sum of all the customers' demands.
The load tends to be lowest at night, when most people are asleep, and
highest during the day, when most appliances are in use and more
factories are in production. In warmer parts of the United States, where
widespread air conditioning exists, the peak load usually occurs in late
afternoons on hot summer days. In cooler climates, the yearly peak tends
to occur on cold winter days [13].
Some systems in more moderate
climates experience relatively balanced summer and winter peaks.
A 1arge uti 1i ty mi ght have a hundred separate gene rat i ng uni ts in
servi ce at the time of system peak. To better understand how a system
might be dispatched from a cost standpoint, consider the following
example utility system as shown in Table 2.1.
The units are 1 isted in Table 2.1 in ascending order of costs to
operate.
Units 1 and 2, the large nuclear and coal units, are the
cheapest to run and are operated around the clock on a base load bas is.
Units 6, 7, and 8 are peaking units and are only operated during the peak
hours of the day, which in this case ;s the afternoon as shown in Figure
2.2. Units 3, 4, and 5 are considered intermediate units. Their fixed
costs and variable costs are more in balance. They are generally started
up in the morning and shut down in the evening. Figure 2.2, which is not
to sca 1e, ill ustrates an economi c di spatch of the uni ts throughout the
day.
2.5 Impact of Load Factor
It is important to understand the concept of load factor in costing.
If it is assumed for further illustrative purposes that the total load is
made up of just two customer classes, residential (A) and industrial (8),
it is informative to study the implications of each class's load factor.
For XYZ Utility, the system peak week is shown in Figure 2.3 and is
exemplary in terms of relative load factors of most utility systems.
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Table 2.1 XYZ Utility

Unit

Capacity (MW)

Fuel

Oper. Cost (¢kWh)

Nuclear

0.9

800

Coal

1.6

3

300

Coal

2.4

4

200

Res. Oil

5.5

5

150

Res. Oi 1

6.0

6

50

#2 Oil

10.0

7

50

#2 Oi 1

10.-0

8

50

#2 Oi 1

10.0

1

1000

2

SOURCE:

Electricity, 1982, EPRI, Palo Alto, Ca:l ; forn; a.
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On Tuesday, the system peaks wi th the res i dent i a 1 class havi ng a
maximum demand of 1700 megawatts and the industrial class, 900 megawatts.
The residential class curve CA) illustrates a class with a low load
factor Cload factor is average load di vi ded by peak load), fl uctuat i ng
throughout the week with sharp afternoon peaks. The industrial class
load curve (B) shows a much higher load factor. This situation normally
results because of the industrial class's greater utilization of power on
an around-the-clock basis.
In this example, serving the residential
customer class with its low load factor requires the installation of
almost twice as much generating capacity as the industrial class, but the
residential class does not purchase twice as much electricity. This
higher ratio of fixed costs to sales makes it very obvious that the per
unit costs of serving the lower load factor class (in this case, the
residential class) is greater [13].
2.6 Translating Cost to Rates
In the early years of electric generation and distribution, rates
were initially set on a flat charge basis and calculated on the number of
electric lights connected or number of rooms in the house or building.
This simple concept soon became obsolete as wider usages of electricity
developed and low-cost metering devices became available. It should be
noted that even some of these simple flat rates recognized time of use in
that they did not count bedrooms in computing the room total [30]. With
meters, more cost discriminating rate 'schedules could be formulated.
These rate schedules attempted to recognize the cost characteristics of
electrical usage, which classically are customer costs, "demand ll costs,
and energy costs. Customer costs are those costs that can specifically
be identified to vary with the number of customers on a system. Demand
costs are those costs that can be i dent i fi ed wi th meet i ng the maxi mum
rate of electrical usage, and since plant must be built to meet the
maximum demand at any time during the year, demand costs are comprised of
the annual fixed costs of the plant facilities that are required to meet
that rate of usage. Energy costs are those costs whi ch can spec; fi ca lly
be identified to vary with number of kilowatt-hours (kWhs) produced.
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The above breakdown of cost characteristics of service is necessary
in attempt i ng to determi ne cost respons i bi 1i ty by customer or custome,)i'
class. To charge solely on some average per unit basis (such as kWh)
'would be discriminatory against high load factor customers as shown
earlier because the unit costs to serve them are lower. Also, it might
not be economically possible to maintain a system of sUbstantial price
discrimination to such customers; at least it would not have been in the
past. Because of their size, large industrial customers have always had
the option of installing their own generating units and have exercised
this option when it appeared that they could generate power more cheaply
for themse 1ves. The threat of such act ions has tended to ho 1d rates to
industrial classes closer to costs. However, as time has passed, the
economies of scale associated with the installation of larger and larger
centralized generating units have gradually precluded the economic
installation of generating units for exclusive use at most industrial
sites, hence lessening the possibility of industrial customers opting off
the system.
Neverthe 1ess, for the most part there appears to be a
general belief by most rate designers that a customer class whose usage
permi ts more effi ci ent ut i 1i zat i on of the system IS faci 1it i es shoul d
share in the related savings through recognition in its rates.
2.7 The Problem of Joint Costs
It should now be clear that the first major complication in basing
rates on costs is caused by the nonstorageable nature of electric power.
The consequence of not bei ng ab 1e to store e 1ectri c power is that the
cost of power varies over time due to the changing electrical demands of
the customers and the di fferent faci 1it; es that are ca 11 ed on to meet
In the traditional costing approach, the
those demands at any time.
second major complication involves the problem of joint costs. There is
fairly good agreement on how to assign cost responsibility for the energy
cost component and some general
agreement in assigning cost
responsibility for the customer cost component which is relatively much
less significant.
However, personnel from utility firms, consulting
organizations, and regulatory bodies have consistently failed to agree on
a costing methodology for allocating peak demand-related costs.
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2.8 Accounting versus Marginal Costing Methodologies
There are two major costing approaches for determining cost
responsibilities imposed by customers on the system for use in the design
of electric utility rates. One approach is the traditional methodology
which has been discussed briefly. This methodology looks at historically
incurred costs. It is also referred to as the embedded cost approach, or
as an accounting or average cost-based CAC) methodo logy.
The
distinguishing feature of this methodology is that it attempts to
apportion cost responsibility for previously incurred nondepreciated book
costs of plant (plus annual operating expenses) to customers or customer
classes.
In contrast, the marginal costing (MC) approach attempts to
determine what it would cost to provide additional units of power. It
looks at current or future costs . All hi stori ca lly incurred costs are
cons i dered to be "sunk" costs and, consequent 1y, i rre 1evant. Deci s ions
made whi ch resul ted in the incurrence of those costs are no 1anger
subject to being changed and therefore are alleged to be of no
significance in setting rates that would provide accurate price signals
to consumers.
2.9 Problems with Either Method
In application to the ,electric utility industry, both of these
general costing approaches suffer deficiencies.
One problem with
traditional costing has already been mentioned--the judgments involved in
allocating costs of jointly used plant. The judgments in this process
are of substantial importance given that the electric utility industry is
the most capital-intensive industry in the United States economy and that
a major portion of a utility's system investment is in jointly used
generating plant [32]. Consequently, customer class rate levels can be
significantly affected by choice of allocation method. For this reason,
rate analysts and regulators have historically focused attention on
fi ndi ng an appropri ate methodC s) to use to a 11 ocate the cost
responsibility of production plant.
There have been at least 29
di fferent
account i ng
cost
methods
suggested
for
a 11 ocat i ng
production-related plant facilities, with some dating back to the early
21

Th ismay somewhat exaggerate the prob 1em ; n that there
appears to be three or four basic methods with the rest being variations
of them, but as long as there ;s more than one method, or no agreement on
whi ch method is correct under a part; cul ar set of ci rcumstances, the
problem remains.
It should be noted, however, that neither can proponents of marginal
costing agree on, one universally acceptable method to be used in
computing additional or incremental costs of service.
Furthermore,
marginalists must struggle with the probl,em of not having total marginal
costs equate to the overa 11 costs whi ch the uti 1i ty may recover under
regulation.
By law throughout the nation, rates set by regulatory
agencies are established to produce a total revenue requirement which is
based on providing a utility an opportunity to earn a fair return on its
embedded not-yet-depreci ated i nvestlJ1ent in plant plus an allowance for
reasonable operating expenses. Consequently, the estimated revenues to
be produced by margi nal . cost-based rates are un1 i kely to equate to the
total system revenue requirements as found to be fair and reasonable by
the regul atory agency under whi ch the ut i 1i ty operates.
Many
traditionalists maintain that this problem of having to scale marginal
costs up or down to eliminate the revenue discrepancy renders the use of
marginal
costing for electric utility ratemaking theoretically
unsupportabl e. 8
The use of any account i ng cost methodology in
apportioning costs to customer classes should, by definition, add up to
the total revenue requi rements because these procedures a 11 beg; n wi th
this total figure.
1900s [12J.

8

To
counter
this
,criticism,
reconciliation procedures which
deviations from marginal costs.
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marginalists
would minimize

suggested
have
the effects of

2.10 Importance of Pricing Objectives
Given the di sagreements over how to determi ne cos t respons i bi 1i ty ,
it is not surprising that since the early days of electric distribution,
pricing on the basis of cost responsibility was not the only ratemaking
objective considered in the design of rates. Even if costs could have
been accurately determined, other ratemaking objectives would have
requi red recogni t i on. In fact, some observers have suggested that the
"great rate debate ll whi ch f1 ared in the 1970s between the proponents of
marginal cost pricing and advocates of embedded costs or traditional
ratemaking was really an argument over ratemaking objectives.
The debate generated substant i a lly more heat than 1i ght, and
produced more emotion than credible analysis. Advocates of
embedded costs were known to r~mark that the only good
marginalist was a dead marg;nalist.
Devoted marginalists,
attempting to convart their embedded cost adversaries, assumed
all but true believers in marginal ism were heathens.
As the dust settles, it is easier to view the rate debate as a
tradeoff among often conflicting ratemaking objectives. Rates
are designed to meet numerous objectives; efficiency, equity,
continuity, revenue stability, etc. The marginalists sought an
increase in efficiency, by designing rates which closely track
the structure of incremental cost.
The traditionalists saw
this as a violation of the equity and continuity rate
objectives. [3]
The final RDS report on IICosting for Ratemaking ll [25] concluded that
all costing methodologies are based on underlying assumptions which
attempt to reflect real-world costs and that there is no single "right"
cost; ng method. It does go on to add that thi s does not mean one cannot
derive costs and apply them to ratemaking questions. Instead, it states
that one should clearly enumerate and rank his ratemaking objectives from
which he then IIcan derive costing methods (or mixes of costing methods)
which best meet those objectives ll [25].
This subjectivity of costing should properly raise a cloud of doubt
over all cost studies submitted either by utilities or intervenors in
formal rate cases because of the potential bias which may be incorporated
into the studies.
For example, can their pricing objectives be
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ascertained?
What pricing objectives does a particular cost study
enhance or deter?
The number, the lack ofa unit of common measure, and the complexity
and inexactness of their meanings make it extremely difficult to consider
and make tradeoffs among the ratemaking objectives. The RDS tried to
addres s these ques t ions: Why have uti 1i ty pri ci ng obj ect i ves and what
are the appropriate pricing objectives?
It did not provide any
assistance on how pricing objectives should be ranked or weighted.
In 1961 Bonbri ght 1i sted ei ght ratemaki ng object i ves whi ch have
largely become accepted by regulators and utility managers. They are as
follows:
1. The

related,
practical
attributes
of
simplicity,
understandability, public acceptability, and feasibility of
application.
2. Freedom from controversies as to proper interpretation.
3. Effectiveness in yielding total revenue requirements under
the fair-return standard.
4. Revenue stability from year to year.
5. Stability of the rates themselves, with a minimum of
unexpected changes seriously adverse to existing customers.
6. Fairness of the specific rates in the apportionment of total
costs of service among the different customers.
7. Avoidance of undue discrimination in rate relationships.
8. Efficiency of the rate classes and rate blocks
in
discouraging wasteful use of service while promoting all
justified types and amounts of use:
a. In the control of the total amounts of service supplied by
the company and
b. In the control of the-relative uses of alternative types of
service. [25]
Bonbright stated that three pricing objectives are primary:
(1) the revenue requirement or fair-return standard, (2) the fairness of
rates in apportioning cost responsibility, and (3) the optimal-use
objective which says that wasteful use of service should be discouraged
while all IIbeneficial ll uses should be promoted.
In 1978 Congress reacted to rising electric utility rates by passing
the Pub 1 i c Ut i 1i ty Regul atory Po 1i ci es Act (PURPA).
PURPA set forth
three purposes, or ratemaking objectives, for the pricing of electricity:
(1)
conservation, (2) efficiency, and (3) equity [25]. These do not
include all relevant objectives such as revenue adequacy, but they
obviously reflect the concern regarding higher rates and the belief that
24

adherence to these pricing objectives or purposes would help hold rates
down. There are very close parallels between the objectives of Bonbright
and PURPA's stated purposes. In fact, each of the PURPA purposes appears
to be included within the list of ratemaking objectives set forth by
Bonbright.
There have been additional pricing objectives offered by
others.
Some of these are "(I) cost minimization,
engineering
efficiency, (3) income redistribution, and (4) below-cost rates for
essential needs (life-line rates) [25]. Chapter 4 reviews the various
pricing objectives in detail.
2.11 Efficiency as a Ratemaking Objective
The efficiency objective requires further discussion now. As stated
in the introduction, attempting to find a means to achieve the efficiency
object i ve through a tradi tiona 1 costing approach const i tutes a major
aspect of this research. This objective or some form of it has received
the most concentration in recent years. As indicated earlier, it could
be strong1 y argued that it was the search for effi ci ency that prompted
the seven-year nationwide rate design study described earlier. There is,
however, di sagreement over the defi ni t i on of eff; ci ency. In th; s paper
it will be defined as economic efficiency.
Under this definition,
efficiency means setting rates that would tend to promote the optimum use
of all society's resources. , It means providing only those additional
increments of power that are priced at a value that,is equivalent to the
cost of providing them.
By definition, the achievement of economic efficiency in ratemaking
requires that a marginal costing methodology be selected.
The
neoclassical theory of economics is grounded in the theory that pricing
on the basis of marginal costs equates to the most efficient allocation
of resources. Simply stated, consumers will demand electricity until the
pri ce exceeds the margi na 1 va 1ue to the consumer of the 1ast uni t
consumed. If the price for electricity is set below marginal cost, then
consumers will demand it beyond the point at which the cost of producing
electricity exceeds its marginal value.
If the price is set above
margi na 1 cost, then 1ess wi 11 be demanded and more of other goods wi 11
have been consumed than is economically efficient. Conceptually, basing
25

electricity prices upon marginal costs should improve the allocation of
the total bundle of resources available to society.
In discussing efficiency as a ratemaking objective, the different
perceptions of its meaning make it difficult to ascertain the priority a
decision maker would assign to it. Efficiency can mean efficiency in the
all ocat i on of resources as defi ned in the context of margi na 1 cost
theory.
It can also mean the efficiency of the utility or "utility
efficiency. II Proponents of this definition of efficiency hold that the
appropriate efficiency objective for electricity pricing is the optimal
A similar
use of the electric utility's facilities and resources.
defi ni t i on of effi c; ency is the concept of 1\ engi neeri ng effi ci ency"
adopted by the Ontario Energy Board in the Ontario Hydro case. TheBoard
described engineering efficiency as the effi~ient allocation and use of
resources in producing and distributing electrical energy. The term also
was defi ned to incorporate operat i ona 1 or techni ca 1 effi ci ency of the
utility [25].
The latter definitions of efficiency are somewhat vague. One means
cited for the achievement of utility efficiency or engineering efficiency
is the minimization of a utility's average total cost per kilowatt-hour.
However, it is not clear how this minimization might be achieved. To use
an extreme example, a decision could be made to arbitrarily limit
customer demand to eliminate the need for additional capacity additions.
This would likely hold down average KWH costs, but at what total costs to
society?
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3.

APPLICATION OF DECISION ANALYSIS
3.1 Introduction to Chapter

Given a simple decision problem, it is easy enough to consider in an
informal analysis all the various factors that may impact the problem
[21,22J.
The complexity of the allocation of costs and design of
electric utility rates, however, is such that an informal analysis is
very difficult to do well.
This chapter addresses the matter of applying decision analysis
theory to electric utility ratemaking.
It begins with a discussion of
man as an information processor or decision maker. A discussion of the
general decision analysis process follows.
Lastly, a relatively new
decision analysis technique, the Analytic Hierarchy Process, is reviewed
for use in conjunction with determining weights to be assigned to
multiple and often conflicting electric utility ratemaking objectives.
3.2 The Limitations of Man as an Information Processor
This section discusses the importance of a formal decision analysis
process when dealing with complex matters. The mind's deficiencies in
receiving, processing, and integrating complex information and data are
described.
Man's capaci ty to accept input (i nformat i on) and produce outputs
(responses) is limited. Human memory is usually thought of as consisting
of two parts:
(1) along-term memory, whi ch houses a 11 our factua 1
knowledge, and (2) a short-term, or working, memory, which holds the
information currently being processed. It is generally assumed that our
worki ng memory is very 1 i mi ted and can ho 1d on ly a sma 11 subset of the
i nformat ion in our long-term memory.
When i nformat i on or data is no
longer being used, it is dropped from working memory [1].
In this discussion, reference will be to short-term memory since
that. is where deci s ion maki ng takes place. George A. Mi 11 er has found
through empirical research that humans are normally limited in the number
of symbo 1s that they can carry in thei r short-term memory. The number
varies between five and nine with the mean being seven [26]. Besides its
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limited capacity, any overload of the human processing system normally
results in a decrease in response rate. References to, and summaries of,
experiments which demonstrate this effect are described in Davis [6],
One such experiment shows that man's ability to respond to musical tones
reaches a certain level and then declines sharply as an overload point is
reached.
The worl d provi des more input than man can process. To cope, man
must filter much of this input. Normally, information is filtered on the
basis of the probability of its being important or unimportant. Input or
information is filtered by an i'ndividual in the following ways: (1) by
his referring to his previously established frame of reference, (2) by
his following his normal decision procedure, or (3) by making arbitrary
choices because of stress of time, etc.
In regard to the first,
individuals construct means of determining the importance of input on the
bas is of thei r experi ence, background, custom, etc. On the second,
decision procedures can serve as filters by identifying relevant data and
screening out factors not important to the decision. Making decisions
under stress, however, can change the whole filtering mechanism. During
such periods, filtering will increase, and only the stimuli perceived to
be the most important will be considered [6].
Davis maintains that the frame of reference concept also applies to
man's menta 1 process i ng procedure.
He poi nts out that it wou 1d be
difficult and tedious for a -person to establish a new processing routine
for each new stimulus received. Instead, and he alleges that this occurs
over an extended period of time, the brain establishes a means whereby it
can identify and categorize data which correspond with the human
understanding of the surrounding environment.
Then when input is
received, it is theorized that these frames of reference are called into
play and, as a result, reduce processing time. The drawback is that this
process may work to block data that appear inconsistent with an
established frame of reference.
This, along with man's inherent
limitation on his ability to effectively receive and utilize input data,
1eads to i nformat i on perception errors.
Man a 1so has defi ci enci es in
i ntegrat i ng i nformat ion. II Humans are not usua 11 y cons is tent i n patterns
of choice when faced with different types of information and values" [6].
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Decision analysis, and specifically the Analytic Hierarchy Process,
which is described subsequently, appears to offer a means to overcome
some of the limitations humans have with processing the data and
. information associated with complex problems.
3.3 Development of Decision Analysis
As stated in Chapter 1, decision analysis is a term used to describe
a formal and systematic approach to problem solving. Decision analysis
deve loped in the 1ast 25 years and is a di sci p1 i ne for use in the
analysis of important and complex decisions.
It resulted from the
combining of the fields of systems analysis and statistical decision
theory. Systems analysis grew as an offshoot of the engineering field
and received attention because of its ability to capture the interactions
and behavior of complex situations. Statistical decision theory, on the
other hand, was concerned with logical decisions in more straightforward
but uncertain situations [7J.
The merger of these two concepts resulted in a discipline that can
facilitate logical decision making in complex, dynamic, and uncertain
situations. It should also be pointed out that decision analysis is a
normative approach to decision making and not a descriptive one.
Decision analysis incorporates procedures that are designed to help a
person make decisions which would maximize attainment of his objectives
[7J.
There is no guarantee, of course, that a good decision (as defined
as being logically approached and made) will produce a good outcome (as
judged by the decision maker) or that a bad decision will produce a bad
outcome. Most peop 1e, however, woul d prefer to make deci s ions based on
some logic because it is believed that doing such would provide the best
chance of producing good outcomes.
This is an important point to
remember in decision making regarding electric utility rates. Because of
the large existing stocks of electrical appliances and equipment
present ly owned by consumers, responses to many rate changes may occur
gradually, and consequently, it may be difficult to fully assess the
effects of a certain set of rates within a short time frame. Also, no
one has yet formulated a set of criteria for evaluating whether
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particular ratemaking objectives have been satisfied fully or, if not, to
what degree. One must usually rely on the reasonable assumption that
logical decision making has a higher probability of attaining one's
ratemaking objectives than would otherwise be the case.
Following a formal decision analysis approach should also improve
communications among all parties to the decision. By explicitly setting
forth the values of probabilities one would place on given actions, it is
very possible that some of the disagreement between decision makers might
disappear. In any case, the arguments should become better focused.
In summary, decision analysis provides a structure in which complex
problems can be broken into parts, analyzed, and put back together in a
formal and logical fashion which facilitates their solution. Further,
decision analysis helps to alleviate man's limited short-term memory and
his corresponding limitation on analysis, integration, and resolution of
complex problems involving significant input or information.
Also,
certain decision solutions may be counterintuitive. Formal structuring
of such problems should produce fewer erroneous conclusions.
3.4 Description of General Decision Analysis Procedure
The general decision analysis
graphically in Figure 3.1 below.

methodology

can

be

illustrated

Prior
Information

1
I

Deterministic
Phase

~

Probabilistic
Phase

~

Informational
Phase

-+-

Decision

~

r-

Information
Gathering

Figure 3.1 Decision analysis cycle
SOURCE:

Stanford Research Institute, Decision Analysis Group
Readings in Decision Analysis, 1977, Menlo Park, CA.
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Act

Not all complex decision problems, of course, would require a
proceed through each of the three phases:
deci s i on maker to
(1) deterministic, (2) probabilistic, and (3) informational. The fi rst
phase, deterministic, comprises a system for defining and valuing
variables which would affect the deci s ion.
No consideration of
uncertainty is included in this phase.
The second phase, probabilistic, brings any uncertainty associated
with the variables into the analysis by assigning probability values to
them. This phase also incorporates the assignment of risk preferences of
the decision maker.
The third phase, informational, evaluates the results of the first
two phases to determine the economic value of reducing uncertainty in the
vari ab 1es. Compari son of the cost of acqui ri ng addi tiona 1 i nformat ion
with the value to be obtained from it determines whether an iteration of
the procedure (as shown in the above diagram) should be made [7J.
The determi ni st i c phase of the deci s i on ana lys is procedure dea 1s
with modeling of the problem and its analysis. It generally comprises
the following:
(1) the identification of alternatives, (2) the
establishment of possible outcomes, (3) the selection of system
variables, (4) the creation of a structural model, (5) the creation of a
value model, and/or (6) the creation of a time preference model. One or
more runs on the model(s) can be made to determine sensitivity to
decision and to state variables [7]. In this research, the Analytic
Hierarchy Process was used in the deterministic context to facilitate the
explicit determination of decision makers' preference weightings for
multiple and conflicting electric utility ratemaking objectives.
3.5 Analytic Hierarchy Process
There have been a va ri ety of dec is i on ana 1ys is methods deve loped
which are designed to assist a decision maker in logically choosing among
multiple alternatives or objectives.
In this research, the Analytic
Hierarchy Process was employed. The AHP was initially developed by Saaty
in 1972 and 1973 and has been used in a number of decision problems [31J.
The AHP was chosen for this research for several reasons, including
ease of use in obtaining preferences from a large group of decision
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makers

across

the

country.

More

important ly,

it appears to

have a

definable mathematical foundation, and its hierarchical framework appears
to follow structurally the way the mind works in considering a multitude
. of elements which comprises a complex situation.
decision analysis methods,

Like various other

it is applicable in areas where attributes

wi th nonstandard measurements must be compared wi th each other or wi th
attributes defined in monetary or other standard values.
such

an

attribute,

having

no

standard

measurement,

An example of
would

be

the

ratemaking objective, fairness.
The genera 1 approach of the AHP
hierarchical

levels

(determined by the

wi thi n the prob 1em).
but this

hierarchy

is to decompose the prob 1em by
relationships of the elements

The shape of the structure tends to be pyrami da 1 ,
is

not an exclusively disjunctive tree structure.

Higher placed nodes (goals) are allowed to dominate a multiplicity of
lower placed nodes in the structure.

Pairwise comparisons of elements on

the same 1eve 1 are made wi th respect to the elements or nodes in the
1eve 1 di rect ly above them.

The degree of preference or i ntens i ty of the

deci s i on maker in the choi ce for each pa i rwi se compari son is measured,
and

these

measurements

are

placed

ina matri x of compari sons.

measurements are made on the following preference scale:

The

if "A and Bare

equally important," assign the number 1 (A is the row value in the matrix
and B the column for this particular comparison); if IIA is weakly more
important than B," assign
is

strongly

more

th~

important

number 3 to "AII with respect to liB"; if IIA
than B,II

assign the number 5;

if IIA is

demonstrably or very strongly more important than B,II assign the number
7; if IIA is absolutely more important than B," assign the number 9.

The

even numbers (2, 4, 6, and 8) are used to represent compromises between
preferences ~

The

matri x

of

compari sons

preference wei ghti ngs measured as above.

is

next

constructed

wi th

For inverse compari sons, such

as liB to A,II the inverse of the ranking for "A to BII is used [31].
To ill ustrate the AHP bri efly herei n, Saaty presents a probl em in
estimating the brightness at four chairs from differing distances from a
single light source [31].

The matrix of comparison of judgments with

respect to brightness at the four chairs, A, B, C and 0 was found to be
the following (Figure 3.2).
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Brightness

A

B

C

0

A

1
1/5

5

6

7

1
1/4
1/6

4

6

1
1/4

4

B
C

1/6

0

1/7

1

Figure 3.2 Comparisons of brightness
By normalizing the principal eigenvector of the above matrix, Saaty
arrives at a vector of priorities (0.61, 0.24, 0.10, 0.05) where each
value of this vector represents the priority for that row [31J.
At this point, Saaty would run a consistency check on the weights
given to the preferences.
Saaty's definition of consistency is
mathematically measured by the approach of the maximum eigenvalue (\max)
of a matrix to the size of the matrix, n. The formula is (Amax - n)/(n-l),
and it produces a cons i stency index (C.!.). By comput i ng a random
index (R.I.) of a II randomly-generated reciprocal matrix from the scale 1
to 9, with reciprocals forced ll and div.iding this number into the C.!.,
the consistency ratio (C.R.) or the degree to which consistency deviates
is determined. A consistency ratio of 0.10 or less is considered good
[31J.
It should be pointed out that this notion of consistency and
"allowedll deviation is contrary to the traditional requirement of
transitivity of preference. Saaty, however, maintains that absolute or
perfect consistency is not required and that the degree of consistency is
what is important in most cases.

His reasoning is as follows:

We note that consistency in any kind of measurement cannot be
taken for granted. All measurement, including that which makes
use of instruments, is subject to experi menta 1 error and to
error in the measuri ng instrument. A seri ous effect of error
is that it can and often does lead to inconsistent conclusions.
A simple example of the consequence of error in weighing
objects is to fi nd the A is heavi er than B, and B is heavi er
than C but C is heavier than A. This can happen particularly
when the weights of A, B, and C are close, and the instrument
is not fine enough to distinguish between them.
Lack of
consistency may be serious for some problems but not for
others. For examp 1e, if the obj ects are two chemi ca 1s to be
mi xed together inexact proportion to make a drug,
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inconsistency may mean that proportionately more of one
chemical is used than the other, possibly leading to harmful
results in using the drug.
But perfect cons i stency in measurement, even wi th the fi nes t
instruments, is difficult to attain in practice; what we need
is a way of evaluating how bad it is for a particular problem.
By consistency we mean here not merely the traditional
requirement of the transitivity of preferences (if apples are
preferred to oranges and oranges are preferred to bananas, then
apples must be preferred to bananas), but the actual intensity
wi th whi ch the preference is expressed trans i ts through the
sequence of objects in the comparison. For example, if apples
are twice as preferable as oranges and oranges are three times
as preferable as bananas, then apples must be six times as
preferable as bananas.
This is what we call cardinal
consistency in the strength of preference. Inconsistency is a
violation of proportionality which mayor may not entail
violation
of transitivity.
Our study of consistency
demonstrates that it is not whether we are i ncons i stent on
particular comparisons that matters, but how strongly
consistency is violated in the numerical sense for the overall
problem under study. [31]
3.6 Utility Ratemaking Objectives
The problem of determining the preferences or weights decision
makers would assign to electric utility ratemaking goals or objectives
requi red many pa i rwi se compari sons and, hence, under the AHP} i nvo 1ved
severa 1 matri ces. For that reason and for accuracy, a 1arge ma i nframe
computer was used to make all the calculations required in this part of
the research . I t is recogni zed, however, that it is somet i mes eas i er to
understand the mechanics of a procedure if a simple application requiring
no complex computer calculations is first demonstrated.
Appendix A
outlines the use of the AHP in a decision regarding the purchase of a new
car.
For readers not hav i ng pri or contact wi th the use of the AHP,
perusal of this example is recommended.
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4.

USE OF THE AHP IN ELECTRIC UTILITY RATEMAKING
4.1 Introduction

The Ana lyt i c Hi erarchy Process has been
previous section.

rev; ewed bri efly in the

This section proceeds to the development of a decision

hierarchy and questionnaire, in the AHP format, for ascertaining decision
makers' weighted preferences or rankings of electric utility ratemaking
objectives.
As stated earlier, there are multiple electric utility ratemaking
objectives which are often confl icting.
made.

Presently,

Nevertheless, choices must be

decisions which place more weight on one ratemaking

objective versus another appear to be made on an implicit rather than an
explicit basis by many decision makers.

The use of decision analysis,

and specifically AHP, should ensure more nearly complete consideration of
a 11

factors

and

a 1ternat i ves

and,

furthermore,

perm; t

more

open

discussion of the tradeoffs which must be made among objectives.

To

decide among ratemaking objectives or how much one should sacrifice one
goa 1 to achi eve another,

regul ators and rate managers

shoul d have a

concept of a utility's present and likely ,future operating situation.
The

pricing

policies

that

develop

from

consideration

ratemaki ng objectives wi 11 i nfl uence three groups:

of

the

(1) customers maki ng

decisions on what electrical appliances and equipment to buy and when to
use them, (2) utility planners making investment decisions among supply
alternatives, and (3) investors making decisions on whether to buy the
utility's stocks and bonds [25].
In the abstract, a utility rate analyst or regulator is likely to
have a given set of ratemaking objectives with certain preferences.
indicated

previously,

particular

utility

however,

should

be

the

taken

individual
into

circumstances

account

in

of

As
a

determining the

weightings given to the various objectives or subobjectives by a decision
maker.. For examp 1e, the capaci ty reserve 1eve 1 of a system coul d make a
difference.

If a utility has existing or projected excess generating

capacity, it may place less emphasis on the conservation objective than a
utility might with thin capacity reserves.

Also, the capacity mix of the

system could influence ratemaking preferences.
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For example, assume a

system has a large proportion of oil-fired generation (high operating
costs).
It may concentrate more of its conservat i on efforts on an
attempt to decrease overa 11 usage as opposed to reduci ng peak demand
through shifting load to off-peak hours. Also, a utility's demand curve
(as opposed to supply side considerations) may influence the weights
given various objectives. Electric utilities' operating characteristics
tend to vary across regions of the United States. To test for regional
patterns, the questionnaire responses on ratemaking objectives were
aggregated on a regional as well as a national basis.
4.2 The Questionnaire
In preparation of the questionnaire, a hierarchy of electric utility
ratemaki ng obj ect i ves was determi ned after extens i ve 1i terature rev i ew
and discussions with colleagues. It was determined that the various
ratemaking objectives as enumerated by Bonbright, PURPA, and others could
be combined and formulated into five major categories with several having
important subelements.
Efficiency (perse) was not selected as a
ratemaking objective to be included in the questionnaire for two reasons.
First, there are disagreements on the definition of efficiency and which
costing methodology should be followed in pursuing this objective.
Second, the meaning of efficiency can be interpreted to include several
of the other objectives. 9 The five major ratemaking objectives and a
brief definition of each follows:

9

(1)

revenue requirements--the effectiveness of rate design in
ensuring recovery of all reasonably incurred costs;

(2)

simplicity--ability of rate design to be understandable to
consumers;

(3)

stability--effectiveness of rate design
large adverse price changes to customers;

in

minimizing

Of the fi ve obj ect i ves set out be low, it can be a rgued that the
objective of economic efficiency includes "revenue requirements,"
"rate stability,1I and "conservation." As indicated earlier, many
would also argue that it includes "fairness."
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(4)

conservation--ability
of
conservation of resources
electric power; and

(5)

fairness--effectiveness of r,ate design in providing rates
whi ch are cons i de red 1/ fa i rll between and among customers
and customer classes.

rate
des i gn
to
effect
utilized in production of

Several of these objectives have subgoals or subobjectives because
their meanings tend to be very broad. In regard to revenue requirements,
for example, it is important to determine the relative weights decision
makers place on any re 1ated subobject i ves that coul d affect revenues.
Revenue recovery (adequacy), revenue stability (avoidance of large swings
in revenue levels to the utility), and reduction in sales (energy
conservation) are possible subobjectives that could impact the revenue
requirements goal.
Similarly in regard to conservation, is it more important (and to
what degree) to reduce the need for generat ion plant capaci ty addi t ion
requirements or reduce energy use? Also, the ratemaking objective,
fairness, is extremely difficult to define. By asking decision makers to
i ndi cate thei r preferences through pai rwi se compari sons of a number of
factors thought to be related to decision makers' perceptions of
fairness, it should be possible to better determine their definition of
fairness and also to find out the weights they place on individual
elements of ratemaking. With ,respect to achieving the goal of fairness,
the following factors were chosen for determination of their relative
weights:
(1) rates which reflect "reasonable" residential rates; (2)
rates which reflect "attractive" industrial rates; (3) rates that track
costs of service; and (4) rates that reflect comparability to prices of
other energy forms. The terms /I attract i veil and "reasonab 1e" as used to
describe rates for industrial and residential customers, respectively,
were applied with the intention of measuring how much preference, if any,
might be given to these customers by regulators and rate managers.
The questionnaire, requesting decision makers to make pairwise
comparisons between the ratemaking objectives and subobjectives,
respectively, also asked that any disagreement in the choice of
objectives be noted. Few expressed any dissatisfaction with the list of
objectives or with the hierarchy of objectives as set forth. Some did
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question the meanings of certain objectives and a few further defined or
redefined some of the objectives prior to responding.
A very small
number of the responders failed to indicate their preferences involving
compartsons-between other objectives and the objective, "comparability of
e 1ectri c rates to other energy pri ces, II ci t i ng 1ack of re 1evance. The
questionnaire and comments from three anonymous responding decision
makers are attached in Appendix B.
4.3 The Hierarchical Framework
The ratemaking objective on which the questionnaire was based can be
shown in the hierarchical framework shown in Figure 4.1.
From observation of the hi erarchy, it can be seen that the second
level of elements consists of the five major ratemaking objectives
previously discussed. These are interpreted to mean that rates would be
designed to promote each according to its importance in terms of
satisfying the overall rate design objectives of the decision maker. For
examp 1e, if the conservation obj ect i ve were determi ned to have a 100%
weight, then rates that promote conservation should receive complete
consideration without regard to any other factor. This would not likely
be the case, however.
A more reasonable expectation would be that each
objective would receive some weight and a prioritization of ratemaking
objectives established.
On the third level of the hierarchy are the subelements or the more
narrowly defined objectives which relate directly to the second level
objectives. For example, as indicated earlier, the objective, fairness,
can have many meanings to people. Two decision makers could assign the
same weight to fairness and yet have totally different views on costing
allocations to classes or how to reflect fairness in the rate structure.
By obtai ni ng the preference wei ghts of the s ube 1ements or obj ect i ves
shown on the third level, a decision maker can obtain a further
refinement of his notion of fairness, and he can make better decisions in
regard to his total ratemaking objectives. The subelement, energy
conservat ion, can be seen to have a re 1at i onshi p to revenue
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requirements as well as conservation. The reason for its tie-in with
revenue requirements is that changes in energy usage can cause
significant and immediate changes in revenue requirements. Therefore, it
. is necessary to consider that relationship in determining the overall set
of weights at which a decision maker would arrive through the use of the
AHP.
The remaining structure should be self-explanatory given the
earlier discussion of each element or objective. Neither the objectives
of stability nor simplicity have any subelements, and therefore, none is
shown.
4.4 Handling of the Questionnaire
The questionnaire, which follows the format suggested by Saaty
[31, p. 34], and shown in Appendix B, requested decision makers to make
pairwise comparisons corresponding to the hierarchical structure above.
In order to obtain as rational and valid results as possible, decision
makers were advi sed that they coul d send back the quest i onna ire on an
anonymous basis. A few availed themselves of this agreed-upon condition.
The questionnaires were coded only to distinguish between regulators and
ut i 1i ty respondents. I n some cases, postmarks of anonymous respondents
were used to segregate them by regions.
To analyze the responses, the Triangle Universities Computation
A standard TUCC program for
Center CTUCC) facilities w~re used.
calculating eigenvectors and the maximum eigenvalue for each matrix of
comparisons of objectives was accessed. The maximum eigenvector for the
first matrix provided the weights of the major objectives. Each of the
subobjectives was then weighted by the weights of the appropriate major
objective(s) to arrive at a weighting for each subobjective or
subelement.
The consistency ratio for each matrix of comparisons and an overall
consistency ratio for the total hierarchy were also calculated.
Responses exhibiting high inconsistency ratios for the hierarchy were not
used. In a further analysis of the results of the responses, the revenue
requirements and the rate stability objectives in the hierarchy were
omitted in order to compare more closely the responses on the remaining
objectives.
These two objectives impacted the results in such a
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substantial way that it was difficult to compare the other objectives.
Lastly, the responses were complied on a regional basis and on the basis
of whether the

respondent was a regu 1ator or a ut i 1 i ty rate manager.
4.5 Response to Survey

The questionnaires were mailed to 184 state regulators in 49 states
and the District of Columbia in June 1982.

Members of the North Carolina

Utilities Commission were not asked to respond formally;

however, one

member of the North Carolina Commission assisted in a pretest of the
questionnaire, and that response is included.

A total of 89 regulators

from 46 states completed and returned the questionnaire.
were thrown out because of high inconsistency.

One response was returned

~Jhereas

too late to be included in the analysis.

Four responses

Saaty states that a

target consistency ratio (C.R.) of not greater than 0.10 is desirable,
the individual C.R.
1.389.

IS

of the four rejected were 0.833, 1.060, 0.722, and

The remai ni ng responses were judged to be acceptab 1e even though

some were somewhat hi gh.

However, because of a des ire to cons i der the

responses on a regional basis and a desire to have as many responses as
poss i b 1e

in some of the

regi ons,

these were 1eft in the tota 1.

The

average consistency ratio of the 83 remaining responses analyzed was

0.164.

This figure is higher than desired but still appears to be in a

reasonable range based on o't:her similar studies reviewed.
this C.R.

For example,

is not out of line with the C.R. 's in several studies reported

by Saaty.
The Nebraska Commission responded that it did not regulate electric
ut i 1 it i es.

Thi s

reduced

the

number

of

commi ss i oners

to

179.

Consequently, 89 out of 179, or approximately 50% of the regulators in
the

United

States

commissioners),
responded.

The

who

(not
have

responses

counting

the

jurisdiction
were

remaining

over

treated

electric
as

being

North

Carolina

utility

rates

statistically

representative of the total population of state regulators.

In other

words, the responses were cons i dered to have been returned on a random
basis, and those who failed to respond did it through inadvertence.

In

discussing the results with Dr. Larry Nelson of the North Carolina State
University Statistics Department, consideration was given to the standard
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pract ice of attempting to samp 1e 5% of those not respondi ng to ensure
that thi s assumption is va 1i d. However, because of the 1arge response
and because of the anonymi ty of severa 1 of the respondents, it was
determi ned not to make such a samp 1; ng. Based on some random contacts,
it is believed that the ones not responding did so out of inadvertence
and that the total population can be represented, within statistical
1i mi ts, by the respondents. On th is bas; s, 95% confi dence 1i mi ts on the
preference weights were calculated. 10
The questionnaire was also mailed to 104 of the larger utilities in
the United States. Sixty-five responses, or approximately 63% of those
surveyed, responded by returning the completed questionnaire.
Two
responses were rejected because of their high consistency ratios, 0.731
and 0.523. Again, a few others had somewhat high C.R. 's, but they were
1eft in the tota 1 for the reasons given earl; er. The number of states
served by the utilities from which the 63 remaining responses were
received totaled 41. The average consistency ratio of the 63 responses
was 0.149. This is slightly higher than the 0.10 strived for but is
somewhat lower than that of the regulators. The responses were treated
as being statistically representative of the total population of electric
utility rate managers, and 95% confidence limits on the preference
weights were calculated.
The next chapter summar; zes the ; nformati on on preference wei ghts
for ratemaking objectives on both a regional and national basis as
received and calculated from the responses. First, a single response is
examined in order to illustrate fully the analysis procedure followed.

10

A normal distribution curve is assumed.
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5. RESULTS OF AHP ANALYSIS
5.1 Introduction
This chapter examines the results of the national survey from three
perspect i ves. Fi rst, a s i ngl e respondent's preferences are ana lyzed in
detail for the purpose of more fully explaining the procedure followed
for all the responses.Als~, some possible ratemaking steps are
hypothes i zed to meet thi s respondent's determi ned preferences. Second,
the national results are reviewed, and differences found between
regulators and utility rate managers are discussed. Third, the responses
are divided into the nine Electric Reliability Council Areas 11 as shown
in Fi~ure 5.1 and results compared among areas in an attempt to examine
effects of different utility operating characteristics.
5.2 Analysis of Single Respondent's Ratemaking Objectives
The respondent, arbitrarily selected for analysis, is a utility rate
manager for a Midwest utility providing electric power in the MAIN
Electric Reliability Council area. This respondent was first asked to
make pairwise comparisons between each of the major ratemaking objectives
of: (1) revenue requirements, (2) conservation, (3) fairness, (4)
stability (in rates), and (5) simplicity. For example, this respondent
considered the fairness ratemaking objective to be strongly more
important than the conservation objective and indicated that by checking
the appropriate block in the questionnaire. By placing his IIX" closer to
side B (designating the side on which "fairness" is listed) than to side
A (designating the side or which Ifconservation is listed), he indicated
that fairness was the predominant objective of the two in his opinion.

11

The North American Electric Reliability Council (NERC) was found by
the electric utility industry in 1968 to promote reliability and
adequacy of bulk power supply in the electric utility systems in
North America. NERC is comprised of nine separate councils. While
several of the regions extend into Canada, only the U.S. portions of
those regions are considered in this paper [28].
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ECAR

MAPP

East Central Area Reliability
Coordination Agreement

Mid-continent Area Power Pool

ERCOT

Northeast Power Coordinating Council

Electric Reliability Council of Texas

SERe

NPce

MAAC

Southeastern Electric Reliability Council

Mid-Atlantic Area Council

Spp

MAIN

Southwest Power Pool

Mid-America Interpool Network

wsee
Western Systems Coordinating Council

Figure 5.1

SOURCE:

National Electric Reliability Councils

E1ectr i c Power Supp 1y and Demand 1983-1992 .. Nat i ona 1
Electric Reliability Council. Princeton, N.J., July 1983.
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(The closer the II XII is placed to one of the obj ect i ves, the greater the
weight it ts given relative to the other).
The portion of the
questionnaire illustrating the procedure for indicating preference
between two choices is shown below:

WITH RESPECT TO EL£CiRIC UTILITY RATE DESIGN: .
A

B

Fafmess

His indicated preference between these two objectives, as well as
hi s other preferences, was next trans 1ated into numbers us i ng Saaty IS
ratio scale and put in matrix form. The results were as follows:
8
~

r
Rev.
Reqts.

A

Rev. Reqts.
Conservation
Fairness
Stability
Simplicity

1

1/2
.1/3
1/3
1/7

Conservation

Fairness

\

Stability

Simplicity

5

3

3

7

1

liS

liS

5
5

1

5

3
5
5
1

liS
liS

1/3

·1

liS

As a further explanation of its interpretation, the second column
space of the third row conta ins a 5. This corresponds to the "X II under
II Strongly
Important ll in the quest i onnai re form above and .i ndi cates hi s
degree of preference for the fa i rness object i ve over the conservation
objective. The other entries in the matrix were derived in the same way.
The next step is the computation of a vector of priorities from the above
matrix. This consists of calculating the principal eigenvector of the
matrix. For illustration and comparison purposes to the calculations
given by the computer, the weights of this respondentls major ratemaking
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objectives are approximated with a hand calculator similarly to that done
for the car example in Appendix A. The first step in approximating the
weights is to normalize each column in the matrix. The elements in each
resulting row are then added with the sum being divided by the number of
elements in the row. This results in the following normalized matrix:
0.500
0.100
0.165
0.165
0.070

0.306
0.061
0.306
0.306
0.021

0.651
0.044
0.217
0.044
0.044

0.319
0.021
0.532
0.107
0.021

0.333
0.143
0.238
0.238
0.048

~

0.42
0.07
0.29
0.18
0.04

It is of interest to note that the above approximation results
compare to those that were calculated by the computer as is shown below:

Revenue Requirements
Conservation
Fairness
Stability
Simplicity

Priority Weights
Computer
Approximation
0.43
0.42
0.06
0.07
0.31
0.20
0.16
0.18
0.04
0.04

As can be seen, the approximation method produces results which are
fairly close to the computer-derived results. 12 The consistency ratio for
this matrix of preferences was calculated by the computer to be 0.13 or
very close to the 0.10 C.R. deemed to be good by Saaty. (The C.R. could
have been approx i mated by hand as shown in the car examp 1e , but the
calculations are quite lengthy.) It can be seen that this rate manager
gives highest priority (0.43) to designing rates that will enable the
company to meet its revenue requi rements. The lowest pri or; ty wei ghts
are assigned to designing rates to promote conservation and which
are simple to understand. The second highest priority (0.31) is given to
the matter of fairness of the rates to the different customers or
customer classes.

12

The computer-derived results are used in the further calculations of
this decision maker's priority weights.
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After the wei ghts .for these fi ve obj ect i ves have been exp 1i cit ly
determined, more information must be obtained before these priorities can
be systemat ica lly app 1; ed to the des i gn of rates. For examp 1e, how does
one interpret fairness? Does fairness imply that cost-of-service studies
should be followed exclusively? Does it mean favoring one customer class
over another? Does it mean sett; ng rates no hi gher than a 1ternat i ve
competing energy sources?
Simi 1arly in terms of the conservat i on object i ve, whi ch ki nd of
conservation efforts should be emphasized--ones that lead to energy
conservat i on or reduct ion in peak demands? These are the types of
questions that can best be answered by ascertaining the weights of
certain subobjectives or subelements that relate to the major objectives.
These subelements were previously discussed and identified hierarchically
in Fi gure 4.1. Speci fi ca lly) the respondent was asked to make judgments
on the importance of the level three subelements relative to those
objectives to which they are linked on level two.
The subelements of the fairness objective for this particular
decision maker are next analyzed. The first step is similar to that
followed for the major objectives; i.e., to place the preferences
expressed on the questionnaire into numerical form in accordance with
Saaty's ratio scale. The principal eigenvector of the matrix is then
calculated. The matrix of preferences is as follows:
With Respect
to Fairness
Rates that
Track Costs

Reasonable
Rates that
Residential
Track Costs Rates

Attractive
Industrial
Rates

Price
ComEarabilit~

1

4

4

4

Reasonable
Residential
Rates

1/4

1

1

3

Attractive
Industrial
Rates

1/4

1

1

1/3

Price
Comparability

1/4

1/3

3

1
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The computer arri ved at the fo 11 ow; ng we; ght; ngs (rounded here to
the nearest one-hundredth):
Rates that Track Costs---------------------------O.54
Reasonable Residential Rates---------------------O.20
Attractive Industrial Rates----------------------O.11
Price Carnparability------------------------------O.15
The objective, revenue requirements, has three subelements--revenue
adequacy, revenue stability, and energy conservation. As stated earlier,
energy conservation was included as a subelement of revenue requirements
as we 11 as a sube 1ement of conservation on the theory that energy
conservat i on efforts caul d produce some short-term changes ,in revenues
without corresponding changes in expenses. In other words, reductions in
usages over the short run could cause net income to fall if costs do not
fall by an equivalent amount of the revenue loss. By including reduction
in energy usage as a sube 1ement of revenue requi rements, it can be
determi ned how much concern thi smatter is to dec; s i on makers. For the
i ndi vi dua 1 response under study, the matr; x of preferences of these
elements is as follows:
With Respect to
Revenue
Adequacy
Revenue Requirements
Revenue Adequacy
1
1/5
Reduction in Energy Usage
Revenue Stability
1/3

Reduction in
Energy Usage

Revenue
Stability
3

5
1

1/5

5

1

The principal eigenvector of the matrix calculated by the computer
gave the following results:
Revenue Adequacy----------------------------O.62
Reduction in Energy Usage-------------------O.08
Revenue Stab;lity---------------------------O.30
As was expected, the weight (concern in this case) assigned to an
impact on revenues from any potential effort to reduce energy usage was
relatively small.
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In regard to the subelements of the conservation objective, which
are reduction in energy usage and reduction in generating plant
requirements, the decision maker under study expressed the fo 11 owi ng
preferences:
Reduction in
Generating Plant
Requirements

With Respect
to Conservation
Reduction in
Generating Plant
Requirements
Reduction in
Energy Usage

Reduction in
EnergJ:: Usage

1

7

1/7

1

This results in a relative weighting, in respect to conservation, of 0.88
for reduction in generating plant requirements and 0.12 for reduction in
indicating
little
interest
in
pursuing
energy
energy
usage,
13
conservation.
The subelements of each related major objective are next
multiplied by the priority weight attributed to that major objective to
arr; ve at an appropri ate we; ght i ng for each sube 1ement. For the major
objective of revenue requirements, the priority weighting was 0.43. This
weighting ;s then multiplied by the relative weight of each subelement of
revenue requi rements to arri ve at the fo 11 ow; ng overa 11 wei ghts of the
subelements:

Relative
Weight
Revenue Adequacy
Revenue Stability
Energy Conservation

13

Composite Weight
X Relative Weight = Associated with
of Revenue Regts. Revenue Regts.
0.430
0.430
0.430

0.62
0.30
0.08

0.27
0.13
0.03

The consistency ratio for the total hierarchy was 0.13 which is
higher than the desired 0.10 but only slightly.
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This we i ghtin g ; s the n mu1tip 1i e d by the r e 1at i ve we i ght of e ac h
subelement of fairness to arrive at the following weights of the
subelements:
Composite Weight
Relative X Relative Weight = Associated with
__W_e_,_'g~h~t______o~f~F~a~i~rn~e~s~s
Fairness
Rates that Track
Costs
Reasonable Residential Rates
Attractive Industrial Rates
Price Comparability

0.54

0.31

0.17

0.20

0.31

0.06

0.11

0.31

0.03

0.15

0.31

0.05

For the conservation objective, the priority weighting was 0.06.
This weighting was then multiplied by the relative weight of each
subelement of conservation to arrive at the following weights of the
subelements:
Composite Weight
Associated with
Relative
x Relative Weight
Conservation
Weight
of Conservation
Reduction in
0.008
Energy Usage
0.125
0.06

=

Reduction in
Generating
Plant Reqts.

0.875

0.06

0.053

However, reduction in energy usage is a subelement of revenue
requirements also.
Therefore, the total weight to be attributed to
reduction in energy usage is 0.008 + 0.030 = 0.038 or approximately 0.04.
The objectives of rate stability and simplicity have no subelements.
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The priority weights of elements or objectives that this particular
decision maker takes into account in his ratemaking responsibilities are
now explicitly expressed as follows:
Pricing Objectives

Proportional Weights

Revenue Adequacy
Revenue Stability
Reduction in Energy Usage
Reduction in Generating Plant Reqts.
Rates that Track Costs
Reasonable Residential Rates
Attractive Industrial Rates
Price Comparability
Stability in Rates
Simplicity

0.27
0.13
0.04
0.05
0.17
0.06
0.03
0.05
0.16
0.04
E = 1.00

As can be seen, revenue adequacy (.27), revenue stability (0.13),
and stability in rates (0.16) are important pricing objectives to this
decision maker. In fact, their combined total, for this decision maker,
represents over 50% of the wei ghts to be attri buted to a 11 of the
ratemaking objectives stated.
It may be helpful, because of their
combined weight, to omit these objectives from consideration temporarily
and exami ne the remai n; ng object i ves. Des i gni ng rates on the bas; s of
costs also received sUbstantial weight (0.17), but it is a subelement of
the fairness objective, and it is left in the remaining group for
comparison purposes.
The weights of the remaining objectives are shown below as their
actua 1 va 1ue and then as norma 1i zed to sum to 1.00 to refl ect the
omission of the three objectives.
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0.01 14
0.05
0.17
0.06
0.03
0.05
0.04
L: = 0.41

Reduction in Energy Usage
Reduction in General Plant Reqts.
Rates that Track Costs
Reasonable Residential Rates
Attractive Industrial Rates
.. Price Comparability
Simplicity

Normalized
0.03
0.12
0.41
0.15
0.07
0.12
0.10
l: = 1.00

If the remaining objectives are examined (under the assumption that
the revenue requirements and rate stability objectives will be met), it
can be seen that designing rates on the basis of costs receives the
greatest weight (0.41) from this decision maker.
It is generally
acknowledged as stated earlier, however, that the development of costs is
not an exact sci ence and that the choi ce of cost i ng ,method depends on
one IS pri ci ng object i ves.
Thi smatter is addressed in more depth in
later chapters.
This decision maker (assuming other considerations are equal) might
choose a costing method and/or rate design that slightly favors the
residential customer class (assigned a 0.15 weight) and one which
maintains some price comparability with alternative fuels (0.12 weight).
In the design of the rate structure, he may give some favorable
consideration to imposing higher demand charges or possibly TaU
rates 15 in order to depress peak demand or its growth and, hence, de 1ay
construction of new gene'rating plant requirements (0.12 weight).
Reduction in energy usage or energy conservation is of little concern to
this decision maker (0.03). His utility probably has little oil-fired or
high-variable cost generation; therefore, there is no need to try to
reduce energy consumption per see

14

15

It should be remembered that approximately 0.03 of the total 0.04
weight attributed to the energy conservation objective was derived
from its relationship with revenue requirements.
By assigning
revenue requi rements a zero wei ght i ng, it eli mi nated any wei ght i ng
contri but; on from the revenue requi rements obj ect i ve as it re 1ates
to energy conservation.
Referred to as Time-of-Day (TOO) or Time-of-Use (raU) rates.
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When compared to the national results (which are discussed in more
detail in the next section), this respondent1s interest in implementing a
means to reduce the need for new plant construction is observed to be
less than that expressed by regulators and utility rate managers on the
average. The correspondi ng measures of the wei ght of thi s object i ve as
derived on a national basis were as follows (in percentages):
Respondent
Utilities (National)
Regulators (National)

12.0
19.7
23.4

For the Reliability Council Area of MAIN in which this respondent1s
utility serves, the average weights attributed to this objective were:
Respondent
Utilities (MAIN)

12.0
9.9

The substantially lower weight given to this objective by the
decision maker and the other MAIN respondents could indicate the
possibility of the utilities in the region either having or approaching
an excess i ve reserve s i tuat ion in gene rat i ng plant faci 1it i es. If thi s
is true, one would not expect as an aggressive effort to implement load
management or simi 1ar plans in th is regi on as compared to some other
regions, particularly SERC. 16 A comparison of each of this decision
maker I s preferences wi th those of other ut i 1 i ty rate managers in the
nation and in MAIN provided the results shown below. Certain preference
wei ghts of the se 1ected deci s i on maker and the mean response of the
utility rate managers in the MAIN area are highlighted by enclosed boxes.
These enclosed weights indicate a difference in results, when compared to
the national average of utility managers, of approximately 100%.

16

In SERC (southeastern states), both regu 1ators and uti 1 i ty rate
managers put a very high priority on reduction in generating plant
requi rements.
The comparat i ve wei ghts ass i gned thi s object i ve by
SERC regulators and rate managers would be 32% and 36%,
respectively.
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(Respondent)
Selected
Decision
Maker
27.0%
13.0
4.0

Revenue Adequacy
Revenue Stability
Reduction in Energy Usage
Reduction in Generating
Plant Reqts.
5.0
Rates that Trac k Cos ts
[ 17. 0 L
Reasonable Residential Rates
6.0
Attractive Industrial Rates
3.0
Price Comparability
5.0
Stability in Rates
16.01
Simplicity
4.0

Utility Rate
(U. S. )
33.4%
11.1
5.0

~~grs.

6.6
9.2
4.9
3.1
2.5
17.4
6.8

MAIN
Utilities
32.7%
11.2
0.5
, 3.6
14.3
3.3
4.5
4.0
12.0
8.9

I

Each of the highlighted objectives would appear to signal concern
The
over the possibility of excessive capacity in the MAIN area.
relatively low priority assigned to reducing need for generating
facilities, the higher prior;xy assigned to rates tracking costs, and the
higher priority assigned to price comparability to other fuels suggest
that possibility.
We now summarize how this decisionmaker's weighted ratemaking
preferences would likely affect the structuring of rates. His first
priority would be to establish rates that would provide the overall
revenues found to be reasonable by his regulatory agency (27% weight).
Second, he puts significant emphasis on designing rates that track costs
(17%). However, as stated earlier, costs can be determined several ways.
It may be that this decision maker would opt for the use of marginal
costing, but most likely he would be in the majority of decision makers
who choose to continue to follow the traditional accounting costs in
setting rates.
Given that he attributes more weight to achieving
reasonable residential rates (6%) than attractive industrial rates (3%),
he might be slightly influenced to select a costing method which favors
the residential class of customers.
The responses from his region's
regulators place relatively less importance on costs (7.2%, from
Table 5.5) and more emphasis on reasonable residential rates (9.3%). If
we assume that these responses are indicative of his own state's
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regulators, a conflict could develop because of these differences in
objectives.
Designing rates, to influence conservation appears to be of
relatively little interest to this utility decision maker--particularly
in tryi ng to achi eve energy conservat i on. However, he mi ght have to
argue strenuously against rate structures such as inverted rates because
the regulators in his region strongly support energy conservation
(14.5%).
Hopefully, the economic value of implementing or not
implementing energy conservation steps for this particular utility would
be discussed prior to any final actions.
Similar to other utility managers in the United States, this
decision maker assigned relative high priority to stability in rates
(16%) whi ch i ndi cates a des ire to make on 1y gradua 1 changes in rates.
For example, he might oppose mandatory TOU rates if it meant severe price
changes for any group of customers. (He might also oppose them if he has
excess capacity.) He is
in further agreement with the nation's
utility managers in that he is concerned about revenue stability
(13%), and hence, would likely include in his design of rates a means of
collecting more of his fixed cost requirements on the lower monthly
This might be done through higher customer
usages of customers.
charges, higher block charges for lower usages, or higher demand charges
for those customers with demand billing meters. He is not particularly
concerned about simplicity of the rate design (4%).
5.3 Survey Results on National Basis
Certain national and regional data were presented in the previous
section for comparison with the selected respondent's weighted ratemaking
obj ect i ves. Thi s section focuses on a compari son between the nat i ona 1
results obtained from regulators versus those from utility rate managers.
Table 5.1 presents a summary of the findings on the five major ratemaking
objectives.
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Table 5.1 National weighted ratemaking objectives
Weights
Objectives

Regulators
35.3%
16.5%
13.4%
25.7%
9.1--%

Revenue Requirements
Conservation
Stability in Rates
Fairness
Simplicity

Utilities
48.1%

8.0%
17.4%
19.7%
6.8%

Figure 5.2 shows these results in graphic form.
One interesting result from this survey is the degree of conformity
found between regulators and utility rate managers in their weightings of
several of the objectives. 17 As can be seen,both regulators and utility
rate managers place the greatest wei ghts on des i gni ng rates to meet
revenue requirements with the second highest for each being the fairness
objective. The utility respondents did, however, place relatively more
weight on the revenue requirements objective.
The most substantial
difference between the two groups lies in their judgments of the weight
to be attributed to the conservation objective. Regulators would ~ssign
about twice as much importance to this objective than would the utility
representat i ves.
Thi s 1i ke ly means that ut i 1i ty respondents are more
skeptical about the positive impacts conservation can have on the utility
system and its customers. The differences between regulators and utility
rate managers can be better analyzed by examining the subelements of each
of the objectives shown above. Table 5.2 provides the weights found for
the various objectives and/or' their subelements.
Ninety-five percent
(95) confidence limits around the means of each of these weights are
shown also.

17

However, a Chi-squared statistical test does indicate that the two
sets of responses are statist i cally di fferent at the .05 1eve 1 of
significance. See Appendix C.
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Table 5.2 Composite list of ratemaking objectives.

Weights

I

--------------------~

Utilities

Objectives

Regulators

Revenue Adequacy
Revenue Stability
Energy Conservation
Reduction in Generating
Plant Reqts.
Cost of Service
Reasonable Residential Rates
Attractive Industrial Rates
Price Comparability
Stability of Rates
Simplicity

20. 4~6 ± 3.1%
8.1% ± 1.3%
11.0% ± 1.6%

33. 4~~ ± 3.3%
11. 2% ± 1. 2'6

12.3% ± 2.6%
10. L~ ± 1.8%
8.3% ± 1.5%

6.6% ± 1. 4%
9.2% ± 1. 6%
3.1% ± 0.7%

4.2% ± 0.8%

4.9% ± 0.9%
2.5% ± 0.6%

3.2% ± 0.6%
13.3% ± 2.1%
9.1% ± 1.9%

5.0%

17 . 3%

±

±

0.8%

2. 2~6

6.8% ± 0.9%

These mean weights are shown in graphical form on Figure 5.3. It can
be seen that both groups give highest weight to the matter of designing
rates that produce adequqte revenues. However, the utility rate managers
assign 33.4% of the total composite weight to this objective compared to
20.4% for regulators. This wide difference may be caused, in fact, by
the failure in recent years of rates established by regulation to enable
utilities to earn their allowed rates of return. Figure 5.4 displays
this situation graphically.
Regul ators and ut; 1i ty representatives agree that the second mos t
important i nd; vi dua 1 obj ect i ve or component of an obj ect i ve is rate
stability. It is not unexpected to find significant weight attributed to
this objective in that many of the complaints fielded by utilities and
regulators in recent years have focused on the instability of rates. For
examp 1e, the peop 1e who bought "Go 1d Meda 11 i on" homes in the 1ate 1960s
probably did not anticipate the sharp rises that would occur in their
heating bills, and many have complained loudly as a result. The utility
representative appear to be slightly more sensitive to this matter than
regulators--probably because the utilities heavily promoted the use of
electricity prior to the 1970s.
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In regard to the subelements of the fairness objective, both groups
agreed that having rates track or be based on costs of providing service
is the most important factor in determining fairness of the rates as they
apply to different customer classes. Utilities attribute substantially
less weight to the other three subelements of the fairness objective
(reasonable residential
rates, attractive industrial rates, and
comparability of prices with other energy sources). Regulators, however,
assign significant importance to the objective of reasonable residential
rates.
Thi s ki nd of fi ndi ng on the part of the. regul ators is not
unexpected and probably underlines the importance of other customer
classes intervening in general rate cases in order to protect their fair
treatment in the division of cost responsibilities among classes.
Given that concern for revenue and rate stabi 1ity received such
sUbstantial weight, it was decided (as stated in Chapter 4) to make a
second set of comparisons by omitting revenue adequacy, revenue
stability, and rate stability from the list of ratemaking objectives in
the interest of highlighting differences in the remaining ratemaking
objectives. However, a resurvey was not done. Instead, it was assumed
that the objectives were independent; i.e., no interactions between the
revenue requi rements object i ve and the reduction in energy usage (or
energy conservat i on) objective. A zero wei ght was ass i gned to these
three objectives which effectively normalized the percentage weights
assigned to the seven remaining objectives. It also served to modify the
proportion of weight assigned to the energy conservation objective since
its revenue effect no longer was a factor. Table 5.3 gives the results.
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Table 5.3 Normalized weights of reduced number of objectives.
Weights
Objectives

Regulators

Energy Conservation
Reduction in Generating Plant
Reqts.
Rates that Track Costs
Reasonable Residential Rates
Attractive Industrial Rates
Price Comparability
Simplicity

7.2%

23.6
20.5
16.0
8.0
6.2
18.5

Utilities
3.6%

19.7
25.3
14.6
8.5
7.2
21.1

As with the single decision maker selected for analysis, the
interesting point here is that, with the revenue influence removed from
the energy conservation obj ect i ve, much more importance is at t ri b uted to
reduci ng the need for new generati ng plant than to tryi ng to encourage
reductions in energy consumption.
As can be seen, reducing plant
requi rements recei ves top pri ori ty by regul ators. No doubt regul ators
are concerned about the strong upward pressure new construction has on
rates. Utility managers are only slightly less concerned.
5.4 Regional Analyses
Electric Reliability Council Areas (designed herein as regions) were
analyzed to determi ne if any major di fferences in responses coul d be
observed across them, and if so, what particular costing and rate design
procedures might be called for in those regions. The country was divided
into the nine areas or ·regions, as discussed and shown previously in
Figure 5. 1, and responses were aggregated on that bas is. The regi ona 1
weighting results are shown in Table 5.4. 18

18

The SERC and NPCC regions are chosen for detailed comparison
beginning on page 69. A Chi-squared statistical test of significant
difference is made on their responses and reported in Appendix C. A
similar test should be conducted on other regions prior to
comparison of the results between them.
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Table 5.4 Regional Ratemaking Objectives

Re~ulators

Number of Res ondents

Total U.S.

ERCOT

HAPP

83

2

6

24.8
12.2
3.3
9.9
U6·IJ
5.2
5.2
1.8
12.4
8.6

23.1
8.8
10.5
5.5
8.9
5.4
2.3
3.2
20.1
11.6

139.31

1.2
9.3
3.1
2.0
8.1
•9

21.6
rrl1J
6.4

2

4

6

8

33.1
10.1
4.8
3.2
10.1t .
2.3
2.1&
2.6
(22.81
1.1

33.4
10.8
4.6
6.0
11.3
4.6
3.6
2.5
16.1
1.1

32.1
11.2
5.5

28.4
9.1
3.4
6.3
9.5

HAIN

2

HAAC

NPCC

ECAR

SERC

WSCC

SPP

10

13

6

12

22

8

31.8
13.1
13.2
9.9
7.7
4.5
2.1
1.7
9.3
6.1

13.6
6.9
10.4

[il~

Objectives
Revenue Adequacy
Revenue Stability
Reduction in Energy
Reduction in Plant Requirements
Rate Track Costs
Reasonable Residential Rates
Attractive Industrial Rates
Price Comparability
Stability in Rates
Sim licit

20.4
8.1
11.0
12.3
10.1
8.3
4.1
3.2
13.4
9.1

n4~
4.9

12.5
1.5
10.6
14.4
9.1
9.0
5.9

24.9
1.6
1.8
9.9
12.9
6.1
ll.4
3.1
10.6
2•

19. 1

13.3
9.3

6.8
13.1
9.8
8.9
2.1
3.3
11.5
9.9

6

1

12

10.3

1 •
~
5.2

29.9
11.6
4.3

5.8
8.3
5.6
1.8
1.8
16.9
1.3

3.3
8.0
4.2
3.1t
1. 1
18.6
6.4

31&.2
9.3
5.2
1.1
1.1
5.8
3.1
2. '1
17 .9
1.6

ttl&]
10.1
1.6
4.8

li&1

11.1
1.5
11.5
10.8
11.0

Pf~
3.6
14.4
9.9

m

w

Utilities
Number of Res ondents
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12

'/

Objectives
Revenue Adequacy
Revenue Stability
Reduction in Energy
Reduction in Plant Requirements
Rates Track Costs
Reasonable Residential Rates
Attractive Industrial Rates
Price Comparability
Stability in Rates
Simplicity

33.4
11.1
5.0
6.6
9.2
4.9
3.1
2.5
17 .4
6.8

14.3
rtiJ
3.3

HJ

[1t.O
12.0

[MI

IB1
5.....6
3.2
19.1t
8.0

illJ)

CLi1

(g!-.~

1.4
3.1
3.0
1.5
22.2
!f.9

34.5
11.2
3.4
7.2

10.2
3.2

&fu
18.7
5.3

To highlight extremes across regions, the highest weight received
from any regi on for each objective is shown in boxes. The number of
respondents from each reg; on is a 1so shown. The numbers of respondents
are somewhat mi s 1eadi ng because the number of e 1; gi b1e respondents in
each region varies significantly.
For example, in the EReOT (Texas)
reg; on, there are only three regul ators and two responded. However,
because of the fewnes s of the tota 1 respondents, reasonab 1e confi dence
limits could not be established.
To better ana lyze the di fference in expressed ratemak; ng we; ghts
across regions, one needs to know the circumstances affecting the
ut i 1it i es that serve in the regi ons. The i nfl uences that m; ght
significantly affect a utility's operations and, hence, choice of
ratemaking objectives are the following: (1) fuel generation mix,
(2) growth rate of demand, (3) system load factor, (4) location from fuel
sources, and (5) demograph; cs of the sel"vi ce area. It has been found,
though, that fue 1 generat ion m; x has the most i nfl uence on a ut i 1i ty' s
costs of producing power and the rates it must charge. [32] Figure 5.5
shows average electricity prices charges by utilities by type of primary
generation fuel for the years 1973 and 1981.
Fi gure 5.6 provi des a state-by-state compari son of the cost of
electricity to an average residential customer using 1000 kWhs per month.
The parallels between type of generating and high or low cost power can
be observed. For exampls, in the Northwest the majority of generating in
a state such as Idaho is from hydroelectric faci~ities and as a result
rates are low. This can be contrasted with the New England states that
have heavy amounts of oil generating and, consequently, high rates.
To illustrate these differences further, Figure 5.7 shows primary
generation by fuel by regions for 1982 and as projected for 1992.
Regional load factors are showin in Figure 5.8. These data should be
helpful in analyzing the effects of system operating characteristics on
weights attributed to ratemaking objectives.
For this purpose, the
utlity managers' responses are reviewed rather than the regulators'
responses on the theory that the rate managers are more cognizant of the
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i mp act 0 f uti 1; t y 0 per a tin g c ha r act e r; s tic son the i rut i 1; t yeo s t san d
rates.
Two reliability regions are chosed here for specific study, SERC
(comprised of the southeastern states) and NPCC (New England states).
The SERC region is in the faster growing sunbelt of the nation and, with
the exception of Florida, depends little on oil generation. The NPCC
areas, in contrast, ; s exper; enci ng slower growth and re 1i es on 0; 1 for
much of its generating fuel (see Figure 5.7). The ratemaking objectives
of the utility managers in the two reigons were found to be as followed
(sample sizes are given in Table 5.4):
weights 19
Pricing Objectives
Revenue Adequacy
Revenue Stability
Reduction in Energy Usage
Reduction in Generating Plant Reqts.
Rates that Track Costs
Reasonable Residential Rates
Attractive Industrial Rates
Price Comparability
Stability in Rates
Simplicity

NPCC

SERC
29.9%
11.6

36.1%

10.3
6.1
5.8

4.3

12.1
7.4
3.1
3.0
1.5
22.2
4.9
L: =100.00

8.3

2:

=

5.6
1.8
1.8
16.9
7.3
100.00

If revenue adequacy, revenue stability, and rate stability are
omitted under the assumption that they wi 11 be met and the remaining
obj ect i vesnorma 1i zed,
the
following
weights
are
obtained:

19

A Chi-squared statistical test between the sets of weights for the
pricing objectives for the two regions indicates that they are
significantly different at the .05 level. See Appendix C.
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Reduced Number of
Pricing Objective

Weights
SERC

NPCC

1. Vb

4":9J~

35.7
23.6
9.8
9.6
4.4
15.8
2: = 100. 00

19.0
24.1
16.8
4.9
5.4
24.9
100.00

Reduction in Energy Usage
Reduction in Generating Plant. Reqts.
Rates that Track Costs
Reasonable Residential Rates
Attractive Industrial Rates
Price Comparability
Simplicity

In both regions, energy conservation is rated relatively low in
re 1at i on to encouragi ng conservat ion . that woul d reduce the need for
additional generating plants.
However, the SERC respondents place
substantially more emphasis on the latter. This, no doubt, reflects the
faster growth in peak demand in the SERC regi ons. 20.' The NPCC regi ons
states, however, a 1so have an interest in 1eve 1i ng . thei r load so that
they can reduce the amount of the time that they must depend on high cost
oi l-generat i ng faci 1it i es. Based on these responses , nei ther appears to
be in the possible over-capacity position of the MAIN 'region uti 1 ities.
Both the SERC and NPCC regions attribute approximately equal weight to
designing rates that track costs. The New England region, with its high
rates, puts higher priority, in terms of fairness, in achieving
reasonab 1e res i dent i a 1 rates. The SERC respondents place approximately
~qual
weight on their coricern for reasonable residential rates and
attractive industrial rates. The Southeast, of course, has been engaged
in trying to attract more high-paying industrial jobs for several years
now, and this is likely a factor in their weightings of these objectives.
Neither places much weight on the need for price comparability of
e 1ectri c rates wi th other fue 1s. Both are somewhat concerned about the
simplicity or understandability of their rates, but the NPCC respondents
are more concerned. This may reflect, in part, the higher rates in their
region.
Figure 5.8 shows that the load factors of both regions are
expected to increase. The SERC region starts at a lower level but grows

20

The projected 10-year annual peak demand growth rate is 65% greater
for SERC than for NPCC [28J.
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faster in terms of percentage growth. A movement to higher load factors
would likely indicate the need for more baseload generation either from
existing or new plants. The next chapters on costing will illustrate the
influence of load factors on costing results.
The data for addi tiona 1 regi ona 1 ana lyses are i ncl uded
in
Table 5.4. These analyses are left for future research. Decision makers
in a region should particularly be interested in any major discrepancy
between priority weights assigned by regulators versus utility rate
managers. It is possible that further clarification and discussion of a
system's operating characteristics might enable a consensus to be reached
on certain of the objectives.
On other objectives (such as revenue
requirements), it is likely that the regulators and utility managers will
continue to differ on the degree of priority that should be assigned to
them.
5.5 Importance of Costing
Discussions have been included in the previous sections on what rate
structuring might be necessary to meet given ratemaking objectives under
differing utility system operating characteristics. It is clear that a
utility's circumstances should, and do, affect ratemaking objectives.
Little, however, has been said about which costing methodology one should
choose, based on one IS ratemaki ng object i ves. The importance of costs
has been demonstrated by the fact that both regulators and utility rate
managers attribute substantial weight to the fairness objective (second
only to meeting the revenue requirements objective) and that both
consider costs-to-serve to be the most important factor in determining
fairness.
The problem arises, however, regarding which costing method to
choose. At the first level of decisions, a decision maker can choose to
base rates on either marginal costing or accounting costs or some blend
of the two. As stated before, marginal costing supports the achievement
of economi c effi ci ency, bu.t account i ng costs have tradi tiona lly been
preferred and fo 11 owed by deci s i on makers. However, it can be argued
convincingly that the objective of economic efficiency, even though not
measured independently in the survey, can be imputed substantial weight.
This is because one could include portions of the objectives rate
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stability, conservation, and revenue requirements.
The reason that
economic efficiency can be inclusive of these three objectives ;s that,
theoretically, rates designed on the basis of economic efficiency (hence,
marginal costs) could do the following:
(1) Improve rate stability to customers by more accurately charging
for use, therefore minimizing large rate shocks resulting from setting
rates on the basis of lower imbedded costs.
(2) Induce efficient conservation practices by charging rates which
refl ect the incrementa 1 cos t of power at times when power is more
expensive to supply; and
(3)
Enhance the utility's possibility of collecting revenues
adequate to cover its costs by matching rates and costs more closely.
Some ratemaki ng experts, as previ ous ly i ndi cated, waul d a 1so argue
that the economi c eff; ci ency object i ve woul d incorporate the fai rness
objective as well.
The final part of this paper briefly summarizes the development of a
decision framework and a procedure for following traditional costing
methodologies but, at the same time, attaining the approximately
equivalent result of a marginal costing approach. The determination to
use the 1atter approach depends, of course, on the re 1at i ve wei ght a
decision maker places on the economic efficiency objective.
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6. DEVELOPMENT OF DECISION FRAMEWORK- AND
BRIEF DISCUSSION OF ADDITIONAL RESEARCH CONDUCTED

The results of the national survey of decision makers in the utility
industry showed that there is substantial priority assigned to the
objective of having rates track costs. As stated earlier, however, there
is much dispute over how to define or compute those costs. Moreover, the
RDS confi rmed the 1ike ly conti nuat i on of that di spute by fi ndi ng that
there is no one correct procedure for determi ni ng costs, but that the
method chosen depends on one l s pricing objectives; i. e., which costing
method meets a decision makerls perceived notions of equity and/or
efficiency.
Based on surveys of current costing practices of ut i 1i ty regul atory
commissions, the large majority of commissions (and hence, utilities
under their jurisdictions) are using traditional accounting-derived costs
as a basis for apportioning costs among customer classes. Several
commi ss ions di d i ndi cate that they take into account margi na 1 costs in
the design of rates after costs have been allocated to customer classes
by accounting costs. Only a few commissions reported the use of marginal
costs to apportion costs to customer classes [5,15J.
The fact that several decision makers are reflecting marginal costs
in the design of rates appears to indicate their concern about achieving
the economic efficiency objective. Their actions could indicate a trend
toward greater acceptance of margi na 1 costing as a basi s for des i gni ng
rates.
The use of marginal costing assumes that economic efficiency would
be assigned SUbstantial weight by a decision maker in the setting of
electric rates.
A given decision maker, however, may have other
ratemaking objectives which are of equal or higher priority. A general
decision analysis framework was arrived at to facilitate making judgments
in electric rate setting matters. The suggested procedure is given
below.
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Step 1
The

fi rst

step

in the procedure

is

to ascertai n the wei ghts

a

decision maker(s) would assign to the various ratemaking objectives and
subobjectives.

This

report

has

discussed

the

mind's

limitations,

particularly in regard to making the complex tradeoffs that are involved
in determining weights of multiple and conflicting objectives.
of

a

structured

decision

analysis

procedure

such

as

the

The use
Analytic

Hierarchy Process was demonstrated and suggested for weighting ratemaking
object i ves.

There

superior

several

in

are

other weight i ng methods,

ways

but the AHP appears

including the opportunity to mathematically

check one's consistency of choices.
After

explicitly

determining

a

weighted

set

of

priorities,

a

decision maker may desire to reevaluate or modify them.

For example,

possible

result

modifications,

discussions,
makers

negotiations,

i nvo 1veda

in

desired

priorities,

could

from

and/or compromises with any other decision

Such interactions on these 1eve 1s s hou 1d he 1p focus

attention on exactly where disagreements lie and result in better llbottom
line" decisions.
Finally, a tentative set of ratemaking objectives is eitablished and
put in ordered priorities.
Step 2
Parallel
pri ori ties,
future)

to ascertaining a weighted, tentative set of ratemaking

system demand and supp ly characteri st i cs (both present and

need to be rev i ewed.

Preferab 1y, thi s s hou 1d be done in the

context of deve 1opi ng accounting and/or margi na 1 cost-based rates.

The

possible impact of specific system characteristics should be considered
in

setting

ratemaking objectives.

For example,

if system generation

relies heavily on high-priced oil, then the objective of conservation of
energy mi ght need to be gi ven a greater wei ght than an object i ve of
reducing or conserving the system's peak demand.
If c'ost-of-servi ce studi es are to be made, then a deci s i on maker
must next decide if the economic efficiency objective is of sufficient
weight to require marginal cost studies.
costs

are

not equa 1 to account i ng costs,

procedures must be implemented.
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If so and assuming marginal
then revenue reconc i 1 i at ion

Step 3
After completing the dete'rmination of tentative weights for a set of
ratemaking objectives and making an analysis of the costing studies, an
attempt should be made to establish criteria for measuring the degree to
whi ch part i cul ar a 1ternat i ve cost i ng methods and rate des i gns meet the
set of ratemaking objectives.

This, of course, would involve judgment

since the cause and effect relationship of rate design changes versus
demand changes in the e 1ectri c ut i 1 i ty industry tends to be long run.

Step 4
The final step in the general procedure would involve evaluating the
final

rates

against

the

set

of

ratemaking

objectives

selected

and

determining whether additional studies or information is needed prior to
final agreement on the class rate levels and design of the rates.
total

process

is

in

the

context of the decision analysis

This

framework

described in Chapter 3.
The

flow chart suggest i ng how deci s i on ana lys is can be

electric utility ratemaking matters is shown in Figure 6.1.

used

in

This chart

can be generally followed for any given set of weights for the ratemaking
objectives.
(through

It

also

marg'i na 1

shows

costing)

how the objective of economic efficiency
can

be

incorporated

into

the

overa 11

determination of rates.
The second part of our research included the testing of this concept
on synthet i ca lly created, but representative, ut i 1 it i es.

One important

finding was that specific utility circumstances dictated which accounting
cost all ocat i on method was "correctJ/ in terms of meet i ng the economi c
efficiency objective.

This finding would probably hold true for most

other ratemaking objectives as well.
reason

to

all ocat i on

expect
methods,

neighboring
even

This indicates that there ;s no

utilities

if agreement

is

to

utilize

the

same

reached on- a gi ven

cost

set of

ratemaking objectives, unless their supply and demand characteristics are
very s i mil a r .
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APPENDIX A
SU1PLE EXAt1PLE OF AN APPLICATION OF AHP

Assume a person (the author of this paper in this case) has
decided to buy a new car and he has eliminated all but three for various
reasons.

The three remaining possible cars are:

(A) a $8500 Honda,

(B) a $13,000 Buick, and te) a $7500 Chevrolet Citation.

Also assume

the factors he is now considering in his purchase decision are as follows:

cost, gas mileage, maintenance, appearance,' and resale value.

Following the AHP, a decision hierarchy could be constructed as shown
; n Figure A. 1 •

First, pairwise comparisons are made between the characteristics
or attributes of a car with respect to their importance in the selection
process.

To facilitate these comparisons, Saaty's ratio scale, as dis-

cussed earlier, will be used for indicating one's measure or preference
for one attribute versus another.

In the car prob'l em, Tab 1e A. 1 is

used to list the results of the pairwise comparisons of the characteristics considered with respect to selection of a car.

(The author1s

judgments and preferences are used for this example.)
The first raw compares the cost characteristics with the other
characteristics.

In the first column of the first row, a one is placed

because cost is compared with itself.
first row

conta~ns

The second column space of the

a three which indicates that the cost characteristic

is weakly more tmportant when compared to good mileage.

In the last

column of the first row, cost is considered very strong or of demonstrated importance when compared to resale value (indicating my
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Citation

Car purchase decision under AHP
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Tab 1e A. 1

Matrix of comparisons

In Respect to
Satisfaction
Low Cost

Good
Low
Low
Stylish
High Resale
Cost Mileage Maintenance Appearance
Value
1

3

5

7

7

Good Mileage

1/3

1

5

7

5

Low Maintenance

1/5

1/5

1

3

5

Stylish Appearance 1/7

1/7

1/3

1

3

High Resale Value

1/5

1/5

1/3

...

1/7
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,

preference to keep a car about six to ten years).
first column are the

:'~c;procals

The entries in

~he

of the first row indicating the inverse

relation of relative strength of the ather characteristics when compared
with the cost characteristic.

Similar statements could be made about

the other rows and columns.
After obtaining the pairwise judgments, the next step is the computation of a vector of priorities from the above matrix.

In terms

of matrix algebra, this consists of calculating the principal eigenvector of the matrix.

When normalized, the eigenvector becomes the

vector of priorities [31].

Standard programs are available for com-

puting the eigenvector of a matrix.

Large-scale computers give the

most accurate results but microcomputers closely approximate them.
Saaty also lists some approximation methods that can be done by hand
calculators.

One of the allegedly better ones is as fallows:

Divide the elements of each column by the sum of that
column (i.e., normalize the column) and then add the elements in each resulting row and divide this sum by the number of elements in the row. This is the process of averaging
over the normalized columns. [31]
If this approximation method is followed for the car example,
each column of the matrix of comparisons is normalized to obtain the
matrix in Table A.2. Next, the elements in each row are added and
divided by the number of columns.
Therefore, the column vector of priorities, expressed as a row
vector, is (.47, .29, .13, .07, .04) which provides the priority rankings for the characteristics of cost, mileage, maintenance, appearance,
and resale value, respectively.

It can be seen that cost is signif-

icantly more important to the author than any other characteristic.
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Table A.2

.55
.18
.11
.08
.08

.66
.22
.045
.03
.045

Table A.3

1
.33
.20

.143
.143

3

1
.20
.143
.20

Normalized matrix

.43
.43
.09
.03
.02

.38
.16
.06
.02

~e;ghting

5
5
1

.333
.20

.33
.24
.24

.38

7

7
3
1
.333
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.14

.47
.29
.13
.07

.05

.04

of the matrix

.7
.5
5
3

1

.47
.29
.13
.07
.04

=

2.76
1.79
.59
.34
.22

However, the manner in which these priorities can systematically be
applied to influence the author's decision regarding which car to buy
has not yet been shown.

Prior to doing that, though, Saaty's method

for checking for the degree of consistency in the judgment Or weigntings
of these characteristics will be demonstrated.

Again, for illustration

purposes, a rough approximation method will be used.

To be more accu-

rate, a computer is required because the maximum eigenvalue of the
matrix must be calculated.

To find an approximation for the maximum

eigenvalue of the matrix, multiply the matrix of comparisons on the
right by the solution vector of priorities obtaining a new vector (see
Table A.3).
If corresponding elements of this vector are divided by the solution vector, the following numbers are obtained:
4.86, 5.5.

5.87, 6.17, 5.31,

By taking the average, an approximation of the maximum

eigenvalue (Amax) for the matrix is obtained [31].

This number is 5.54.

(On a computer, 5.50 was found to be the equivalent and mOre accurate

figure.)

The closer the maximum eigenvalue is to n, the number of

activities represented in the matrix, the more consistent the result
is supposed to be.

As stated in Chapter 3, Saaty has developed a con-

sistency ratio (C.R.) for determining whether the deviation from consistency is large enough to require reconsideration of the weights
assigned to the various characteristics or attributes by the deCision
maker in the pairwise comparisons.

Prior to calculating the C.R., the

consistency index (c.r.) must be determined since its value is needed
in calculating C.R.

The formula for C.l. is as follows:
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C.I.

=

or

Now C.R. = C.I./R.I., where R.I. is the random index and is defined by Saaty as being the consistency index of a randomly generated
reciprocal matrix form with reciprocals forced.

Based on a large number

of trial runs, Saaty provides the following table of R.I.'s [31].

Table A.4

Random indexes

N

R.I.

1

0.00
0.00

8
9

3

O~58

4
5

0.90
1.12
1.24
1.32

10

2

6

7

N

11

12
13

R.I.
1.42
1.45
1.49
1.51
1.48
1.56

A consistency ratio of 0.10 or less is considered good.

Readers

interested in further discussion and mathematical support for these
calculations and contentions are referred to Saaty [31].

For the car

example, the C.R. for the first matrix would be .135/1.12 or 0.12, which
is very close to 0.10.

The next step in the car choosing example is

to evaluate each car in respect to each characteristic.

This is done

by making pairwise comparisons between the cars relative to each characteristic.

The fallowing table illustrates this step.
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Tab1e A.5

Pairwise comparisons of subelements

A

B

C

. Relative to
Mileaae

,-

:J

1/3

A

B

1
l/S

1/7

B

C

3

1
7

Relative tol
Cost
A

e
A
max = 3.163

1.

Amax = 3.066
Eigenvector = 0.28, 0.07, 0.65
C.I. = 0.066/2 = .033
C.R. = 0.033/0.58 = .06

Relative to
Maintenance

A

1
1/9
1/5

B.

C

9

5

1

1/6
1

5

Eigenvector = 0.73, 0.05, 0.22
C.l. = 0.81
C,R. = 0.81/0.58 = .14

A

B

C

Relative to
. Aooearance

A

B

r....

A

1

3

5

A

1

1/3

B

1/3

1

3

B

5

l/S
1

C

1/5

1/3

1

C

3

1/3

a

Amax = 3.04
Eigenvector
C.I. = .02
C.R.

= O~64,

Amax = 3.04
Eigenvector = 0.10, 0.64, 0.26
C.I. = .02

0.26. 0.10

= .03

C.R.

Relative to
Resale Value
A
B
C

3

= .03

A

B

C

1
1/7
1/5

7
1
5

5

1/5

1

Amax = 3.18
Eigenvector = 0.71, 0.07, 0.21
c. I. = .09; C. R. = .15
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The eigenvectors of each 3*3 matrix comprise a larger 5*3 matrix
shown below.

Cost
A

B

C

.28
.07
.65

Mileaae

Mainten.

A oear.

Resale

.73

,54

.10

.05

.26
' .10

.64
.26

.72
.07

.22

.21

.47
.29
.13
.07
.04

To obtain the overall ranking of the cars, the above matrix is
multipl ied by the column version of the row vector of the 'IJeights of
the characteristics (.47, .29, .13, .07, .04).

This is equivalent to

weighting each of the above five eigenvectors by the priority of the
corresponding characteristics and then adding to obtain the following
results:
A = .46
B =

.13

C = .41
Therefore, by conSidering all the factors explicitly (costs,
information, and personal preferences), the formal deCision process
indicates that the author should buy a Honda even though it is more
expensive initially than a Citation and even though the author places
significant weight on initial costs.

The Buick came in last with a

low preference weighting.
One advantage of plaCing any complex deCiSion, particularly one
that requires tradeoffs among objectives, into a formal decision making
structure is that it permits the examination of reasons for the outcome.
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For example, if more than one decision maker is involved, it may be
possible to reach accord more easily an a given course of action.

.~

11

there were disagreement, for instance, between the author and his wife
regarding the car choice, she could question and disagree on the weights
given the various characteristics or how the cars should be judged relative to them.

In other words, if more than one decision maker is in-

volved, the explicitness of a formal decision analysis approach such
as AHP allows one to determine where disagreements are and concentrate
on their resolution •.
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APPENDIX B

QUESTIONNAIRE AND COMMENTS OF SELECTED RESPONDENTS
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'1e an! ~nten!st!d in determining t.'e imco~anc~ ratsmakel"''S and :..It; 1 i ~~ as
p t ace on certai n factor! invo I 'led in e 1ec'tr~ c: ut 1 i i't'y r"!temald ng. ''''e . /ou 1d
'Ier, much appre<:iate your ~elp. rt '..,111 only take about iO ~inutes of your
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eomailed rron across the country. '(our ;ndbiQuaI r"'!soonsa ·..till be keot ::nfidential, and. in fac~. JOU need not indicate wno you are if you so c~oose.
'./e :uve ~rt't":.~lI1J sata-=:!d #~'/e ~a.jo" ~lc:=r1 !n<1 ~'f';n: '~naer~:/in~ f~c::1""S
or suor:c::1""S '."nio ',oIe :;el~!'/e ~!1c:"'r.:ass ':!':e ~lJcr '-:::'ts~:~r!t~::'!s Jf ~ieC':r,::
rate ~esign. rf JOu celia.,e 'He nave -::mit:~<l a s;gntiicant fac::r, ~Iease nota

it :0 !JS.

Followinq t"'H! :!lathod 'J~ao by ~ref~sso,. ;;~cmas Saatj' in ';$ 7""'! .!ru bt~::
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::.
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~!siqn :0

be
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C:'I l~
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Please i ~diclt! YOUI'" ol'"!f!l'"'!nce of '0'.11 ~l'Ie fac:,,:ol'"~ 1 i st=~ '. meer ~ lnd 3
1"!nk
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etc.

t:J:

Comments
Comments of Reaulator X
I did have some trouble with answering that portion of the questionanire relating to fairness. For example, those beiAg polled are
asked to differentiate between Reasonable Residential Rates and Attractive Industrial Rates. Although it is not articulated, I take the
question to be--should the residential class be subsidizing the industrial class, or vice versa? Absent a number of caveats, neither view
would seem proper and therefore answers on either side of equanimity
are inapropos. Equipoise is impossible given my understanding of what
I think the questionnaire is asking because you obviously can't be
equally in favor of both.

In the same section are those questions dealing with the concept
of Price Comparability with Other Energy. r was somewhat unsure as
to what was being asked. Was the question, for example, should we price
electricity for resistance heating at a cost comparable to alternate
heating fuels (natural gas, propane, middle distillates)? Such a pricing strategy, however, would bear no relationship to cost and would
be difficult if not impossible to justify on any reasonable basis.
The only justification r can see for such a concept is setting interruptible and therefore discretionary natural gas purchases pegged at
a parity with or below the alternate oil price so long as commodity
costs are reasonably covered.
Comments of Regulator Y
Thanks for the opportunity to participate in your questionnaire.
Definitionally
they seem to parallel with those in PURPA:
I don't believe you have omitted a significant factor.

PURPA

QUESTIONNAIRE

Conservation by end user.
Efficiency of use of facilities
and resources by electric utility

)
)
)

Equity

(

(
(

Conservation
Simplicity
Stability
Fairness
Revenue Requirements

We have exerted considerable effort in trying to balance these
factors as is indicated in my response to the attached questionnaire.
I qualify conservation as the efficient use of energy rather than simply
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reduction in use and equate tracking costs with marginal supply costs
and the related revenue requirement adjustments.
Comments of a Utility Rates Manaoer
I am returning a completed questionnaire forwarded with your letter of June 21, 1982. I must admit that completing the questionnaire
was a very interesting exercise. My first reaction when reviewing the
five items of importance to ratemakers and utilities that you are interested in can be put in the context of an answer to a multiple choice
question as "all of the above." What made completing the questionnaire
so interesting yet difficult was the matrix approach whereby one was
required to discriminate between the perceived relative importance of
each of these items.
I chose to use this survey as a means to probe the importance
my own two managers of cost and rate design ascribe to each of these
rate design criteria. I also independently completed the survey_ After
this was done, the three of us gathered to discuss the results. In
doing this mini-survey, I discovered just how subjective the responses
to this type survey will be. We represent three individuals in upper
and middle management, who have worked very cl o.se 1y together on rate
deSign during the past decade of regulatory complexities. In completing the survey, initially, there was significant diverse opinions expressed by each of us as to certain of the comparative items. We
discussed each item to arrive at a consensus carefully reviewing the
meaning your survey ascribes to the various criteria being evaluated.
We reflected upon the experience in rate design we've had in the past
including where our company rates were, where we now are, and where
they are going. The judgments we have made to support those directions,
etc., and finally settled upon are indicated an the enclosed, completed
survey form.
We completed the survey, we enjoyed doing it, we learned something
from doing it, but by no means waS.it an easy task. The questionnaire
is very subjective. Any summary analysis of positions taken across
the country by regulators and utilities will have to be viewed with
that in mind.
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APPENDIX C

CHI-SQUARED TESTS OF INDEPENDENCE
The chi-squared test can be used to determine whether there is
a relationship between two or more classes or groups of data.

First,

a null hypothesis is made that the classes are independent of each
other.

If the computed value for chi-square is greater than a given

level of significance, then the null hypothesis is rejected.

In these

tests, a .05 level of significance is used.
Test 1:

For the two sets of national ratemaking weights shown

on page 70 for regulator and utility managers, the null hypothesis would
be that there is no relationship between the

two~

sets of weights; that

is, that the weights are independent of each other.
A contingency table is constructed from the data below.
Objectives
Revenue Requirements
Conservation
Stability in Rates
Fairness
Simplicity
Totals

Regulator
35.3
16.5
13.4
25.7
9.1
100.0

Utilities
48.1
8.0
17.4
19.7
6.8
100.0

Exeected Weishts
Objectives
Revenue Requirements
Conservation
Stability in Rates
Fairness
Simplicity

Regulator

Utilities

41.70
12.25
15.40
22.70
7.95

41.70
12.25
15.40
22.70
7.95
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Totals
83.4
24.5
3Q.8
45.4
15.9
200.00

(f

2

x =

- f e )2

a
t

e

- 41.7 l
x2 = (35.3 41.7
d.r.
Ct.

= (r-c)(c-l)

at .05

2

(6.8 - 7. 95 l 2 6.56
=
7.95

= 4

= 9.488

Therefore, do not reject null hypothesis.

The weights of the regu-

lators and utility rate managers are determined to be statistically
independent of each other.

Test 2:

Determine if there ;s a significant difference

bet~een

the responses of the SERe and NPCC Regions.
Ho:

There is a significant difference between the 1f1eights for
the two regions.

The data and contingency table are shown below.
Objectives

-SERC

NPCC

Revenue Adequacy
Revenue Stability
Energy Conservation
Reduction in Generating Plant Reqts.
Cost of Service
Reasonable Residential Rates
Attractive Industrial Rate
Price Comparability
Stability of ~ates
Simplicity
Totals

13.6
6.9

24.9
7.6
7.8
9.9
12.9
6.7

10.4

19.0
10.0
7.6
4.8
5.0
13.3
9.3
100.0
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4.4

3.1
10.6
12.1
100.0

Totals
38.5

14.5
18.2
28.9
23.0
14.3
9.2
8.1
23.9
21.4
100 .0

Exoected Weiahts
Objectives
Revenue Adequacy
Revenue Stability
Energy Conservation
Reduction in Generating Plant Reqts.
Cost of Service
Reasonable Residential Rates
Attractive Industrial Rates
Price Comparability
Stability of Rates
Simplicity

SERe

NPCC

19.75
7.25
9.10
14.55
11.50

19.75
7.25
9.10
14.55
11.50
7.15
4.60
4.05
11.95
10.70

7.15

4.60
4.05
11.95
10.70

The number of cells with less than 6 is not over 20%; therefore,
the chi-squared test is still considered valid.
d • f. = 9; X

2

= 8. 00 ;

at a

= .05;

x2

= 16.919

The hypothesis ;s not rejected. There is a significant difference
between the weights for the two regions.
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